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convert today’s auto repair lead into a paying customer for
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CONNECT THE BUSINESS DOTS

When you apply that logic to the operations side of your
shop, you can put together a plan that will help the shop
run more efﬁciently. The experts at DRIVE can help you
with your strategic planning. This powerful, detailed
information will help you build your business by pinpointing
the strengths and weaknesses in each area of your shop.t
MOTORAGE.COM/CONNECTDOTS
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UTI PARTNERS TO
ADDRESS SKILLS GAP,
TALENT SHORTAGES
INDUSTRY TRAINING

ASTE COMBINES TRAINING,
EDUCATION AND A GOOD TIME
KRISTA MCNAMARA //

Content Channel Director

If you’re looking for an exceptional industry training opportunity
coupled with fun and entertainment,
you are going to have to go south.
The Automotive Service & Technology Expo (ASTE), hosted in Cary, NC,
by the Independent Garage Owners of
North Carolina (IGONC) is kicking off its
60th year, and organizers say it stands out
from other industry events because of its
atmosphere — one packed with education and learning, but also a good time.
“If I had to pick the main difference
between ASTE and other shows, it’s
really just the atmosphere,” said Tricia
Sauls, ASTE marketing and communications director. “We have nationally
known and respected trainers, our trade

show sells out every year and on top of
it all, we know how to have a good time.
Maybe it’s the southern hospitality, but
no one is a stranger at the ASTE, and
folks leave feeling like they learned a lot
and made connections that they will
keep far into the future, and those that
bring the whole shop will find they had
a great opportunity to bond and grow
stronger as a team.”
The show, first held in 1959 and
every year since, started as the annual
IGONC convention. It has now grown
to include shop owners from all over the
south, and the United States and Canada. The show is open for all to attend.
“The ASTE began as a small annual
convention for the members of the

Universal Technical
Institute (UTI) has
launched a ﬁrst-of-itskind initiative that engages
transportation industry employers
in developing their talent
pipelines and gives students an
inside track on rewarding longterm careers.
UTI’s Early Employment
initiative marries post-secondary
skills education with on-the-job,
apprenticeship-type training.
Under the program, students can
apply for local jobs with participating employers as soon as they
enroll at UTI’s Avondale campus.
The program’s employers have
the opportunity to screen and
hire incoming students before
they start school, and give them
on-the-job experience while they
complete their education. The
goal is for students to graduate
and immediately hit the ground
running in fulltime jobs at employ-

>> ASTE CONTINUES ON PAGE 6

>> UTI CONTINUES ON PAGE 6

TRENDING

MITCHELL 1 NAMES
TECHNOLOGY
OUTSTANDING STUDENT

ASA JOINS PANEL TO
DISCUSS DATA ACCESS

Jackson Dietrich from St.
Charles, Ill., was named
the 2019 Mitchell 1
Automotive Technology
Outstanding Student
during the NACAT
conference.

ASA representative Robert
Redding sat down with
Carm Capriotto and a
panel during a Remarkable
Results podcast to discuss
data access and the
importance of access in a
timely manner.

MOTORAGE.COM/DIETRICH

MOTORAGE.COM/ACCESS
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ATI, MWACA PARTNER
TO GIVE TRAINING
DISCOUNTS

DENSO FOCUSES ON
TECHNOLOGY AT NEW
LAB

The Automotive Training
Institute and the Midwest
Auto Care Alliance
(MWACA) have partnered
to offer a $150 discount
on ATi’s live shop owner
events.

DENSO opened its
Seattle Innovation Lab,
which will strengthen the
company’s development of
connected technology and
advance its mobility-as-aservice platform.

MOTORAGE.COM/MWACA

MOTORAGE.COM/LAB

NEW BOARD
OF DIRECTORS
ANNOUNCED FOR AUTO
CARE ASSOCIATION
The Auto Care Association
announced the elected
members of its board of
directors for 2019-2020.
The board was effective as
of July 1.
MOTORAGE.COM/BOARD

COOLANT HOSE

RELY ON THE EXPERTS FOR COMPLEX COOLING SYSTEMS

ENGINES HAVE BECOME MORE AND MORE COMPLICATED, AND SO HAVE THEIR COOLANT SYSTEMS
AND HOSES. Modern coolant hoses can contain various supplementary components built into the hose
which perform a wide variety of tasks under the hood. Built as an assembly, these hoses can cool or heat
vehicle elements, bleed air, drain the system and communicate with the computer, among other functions.
When it’s time to change these complex coolant hoses, go for Gates. We design, manufacture and supply
a wide variety of traditional and modular coolant hoses that ﬁt and perform exactly like the original.
What’s more, you get a complete solution--all of our modular hoses come complete with the OE-exact
components and connectors to ensure a simple, leak-free installation.

INDUSTRY NEWS
>> ASTE CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4

IGONC and grew when the members
decided to invite shop owners outside of
the association to join them, adding professional training, a trade show and social
events over the years, and finally with the
name change, to the Automotive Service
and Technology Expo, to make the event
more inclusive,” Sauls said.
Slated for Sept. 27-28 at the Embassy Suites and Convention Center
in Cary, NC, the event looks to combine great education at a great price.
“We stay on top of what shop owners,
technicians and service writers need to
know, and we make sure to offer it, with
a lot of fun mixed in to ensure a great
experience,” Sauls said. “And we do it
all for an amazing price, making it the
most affordable training opportunity in
the country.”
Organizers are excited with the level

>> UTI CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4

ers where they are already immersed
in the culture and processes and are
well-positioned for long-term careers.
Graduates who meet their employers’
criteria will receive reimbursement of
school-related expenses and possible
other incentives, along with fulltime
employment.
“The Early Employment initiative
breaks down the common barriers
between students who could greatly
beneﬁt from a technical education and
the employers who want to hire them,”
said Kim McWaters, UTI President
and CEO. “At a time when many are
skeptical about the value and return
of post-secondary education, the
program gives students a tangible
experience of what’s possible for them,
with employers investing in them from
the start. Students can earn a living
and gain industry-speciﬁc experience
while they’re in school and, once they
graduate, walk into a good job with an
6 AUGUST 2019 MOTORAGE.COM

of talent and education from speakers
who will be presenting at the event and
expect some training to have a great
draw. Dirk Fuchs of ZF Technology
will be presenting “Chassis and ADAS
Technology,” while Bernie Thompson of
WorldPac will lead “The Pressure is On”
about the pressure transducer.
On the management side, “From
Zero to $1 Million in Sales in One Year”
will be presented by Ron Ipach of Repair
Shop Coach, and Rick White of 180Biz
will teach “Coaching and Counseling for
Employee Success,” both of which have
garnered a lot of registrant interest.
“Last year, we had a record 32 classes,
and so this year we had to top it, so we
are up to 36,” Sauls said.
The 2019 event is expected to be
ASTE’s best yet. “Due to increased interest from our vendors, this is the first
year that our trade show will literally be

spilling out into the halls of the event
center. We have been able to add 12
more booths from the previous year and
are looking into the possibility of adding
even more,” Sauls said.
“We have more classes, the return
of Carm Capriotto and our Town Hall
Lunch — this year discussing technician retention. We also are excited to
welcome Frank Lutz-Butkiss of Wrench
Nation to cover the event and create
video content, and we are going to have
a bigger pre-party and banquet than
ever before,” she said.
In addition to the training events,
ASTE will host a pre-party, managers’
receptions, casino night, the trade show
and more!
For a complete list of courses, trainers and other activities during ASTE,
visit https://asteshow.com/eventschedule/.

employer they know well, who will help
them pay back their tuition.”
UTI’s Avondale, Ariz., campus is
launching the program beginning this
summer. Participating employers in the
Early Employment program include:
ADESA Auto Auctions; Knight Transportation; Larry H. Miller Dealerships; Loftin
Equipment Co.; Penske Automotive
Group; Republic Services; RWC Group;
S&S Tire & Auto Service Center; Sunstate Equipment Co.; and United Rentals.
There are over 30 early employment
positions available to incoming students
this fall. UTI plans to start the program
in Arizona and then take it national to 12
campuses across the country.
“The program will widen Penske’s
pipeline of potential employees and
gives us the opportunity to help train
future technicians at the front end
of the educational funnel,” said Paul
Neumann, Senior Vice President
of Human Resources for Penske
Automotive Group’s Western Region.

Demand for skilled automotive and
diesel technicians has never been
greater. The U.S. Department of Labor
estimates that, by 2026, there will be
more than 1.2 million job openings in
the transportation sector.
Glenn Hamer, President & CEO of
the Arizona Chamber of Commerce
& Industry, noted the skills gap that
challenges transportation and other
industry sectors, and the education
innovation needed to address it.
“The Arizona Chamber of
Commerce & Industry applauds UTI for
creating this outside-the-box program
and the innovative Arizona employers
helping to launch it,” Hamer said. “UTI
and their industry partners have long
led the way in addressing the changing
needs of students and the nation’s
workforce and we believe this hybrid
education/apprenticeship approach
can serve as a model to address the
critical workforce shortages throughout
the skilled trades.”

DELPHI PREMIUM
FUEL PUMPS

We’ve increased our selection of Delphi Premium
Fuel Pumps, including expanded late model coverage.
• Outperform OEM standards and increase customer satisfaction
• Durability tested up to 150k miles and in more than 20% ethanol
• Improved wiring and fuel level sensors improves performance and longevity
• Limited Lifetime Warranty

Learn more at www.advancepro.com.
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Is your business in trouble,
or do you need to improve?
Just like diagnosing a car – you’ll need a flow chart!

T

his month, let’s listen to ATI
Coach Brian Hunnicutt explain
how he begins to diagnose
shops that want to do better. The
first question in the flow chart would be:
“Do you have enough cars?” Let’s assume
the answer is no. Then we would need to
check into marketing, phone skills, location and a bunch of other things, but you
get the idea. If the answer is yes and you
have enough cars, we would check to see
if you are asking for enough with the estimate. If you aren’t asking enough with
the estimate, then we would either work
on the courtesy check, or look at maintenance for the estimate using time and
mileage. If the courtesy checks and maintenance are not an issue, then we need
to look closer. Now we would look into
the conversion rate of estimate dollars to
dollars sold. You do this by examining the
relationship you build with the customer.
Do you provide education in your presentations? Do you build value with the sale
or in service after the sale?

Need more car count?
If you do not have enough cars, first ask

yourself, “What are you getting for an
average repair order?” For a Euro shop
it should be around $1,000. For an
Asian shop, it should be around $700.
For a normal auto repair shop, it should
be around $500. For a quick lube, it
should be around $125. So you may
not need more cars — you may need
to get more per car. So do you need
more cars? Yes? Then are you posting
on Google My Business at least three
times a week? Are you doing all of the
customer retention ideas (things like
thank you calls, CSI calls and deferred
work calls)? Are you working on rescheduling calls, and where-have-youbeen calls? Are you exit scheduling?
Once you have enough cars, are you
asking for enough? If the answer is no,
then are you doing a courtesy check before doing any other work except a no
start? Is it a complete courtesy check?
Are you building the estimate that has
everything included that should be? Are
you adding the maintenance, like shocks/
struts, flushes, filters, belts and battery services by time and mileage as you are supposed to? The estimate average should be

at least $1,250. If you don’t ask for enough,
then the answer is “no” before you even
ask. On the courtesy check, is anyone
double-checking to make sure that nothing is being missed? Are you putting your
eyes on the car so that when you talk to
the client you can give them the image of
what you saw? This way they understand
the importance of the service.

ONCE YOU HAVE ENOUGH
CARS, ARE YOU ASKING FOR
ENOUGH? ARE YOU BUILDING
AN ESTIMATE THAT HAS
EVERYTHING INCLUDED THAT
SHOULD BE?
Need larger estimates?
If you are asking for enough, the estimate
would be at least $1,250 on average. Not
every car but on average — some will be
almost nothing and others will be in the
thousands. You do this by examining the
relationship you build with the customer.
Do you provide education in your presentations? Do you build value with the
sale or in service after the sale?
Relationships start on the customer’s
side of the counter with a handshake
and a warm smile. You walk out to the
car with the customer, showing interest
in both the customer and the vehicle.
Do you walk around noting anything
wrong with the car and pointing it out
to the customer? Start the vehicle and
make sure that the warning lights go out
— this protects you and the customer.
Any warning lights that are on — are you
checking them out today?
8 AUGUST 2019 MOTORAGE.COM
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CAN YOU FIRE
CUSTOMERS?
You may not have ever ﬁred a
customer or you may have done
it just last week. It isn’t a task you
do often; however, it comes with
some caveats. A shop owner panel
shares why they would do it and
taking a dive inside your business
to ﬁnd the true problem. Listen at
MotorAge.com/customerﬁre.

Get the mileage and start having the
maintenance conversation with them.
You bridge into maintenance at this
time. You let the customer know what
you are doing with them and for them.
This way it does not feel like you are
doing anything to them later. Without
this step and you putting a huge amount
of “pump” and “wow” into the beginning
part of the process, then you have to put
way more effort into getting the customer
to buy later. The customer will never feel
as good about it and will have way more
buyer’s remorse.
You need things like Edmunds’ “True
Cost to Own” (www.edmunds.com/tco.
html) in your back pocket so you can
explain to the client how you are saving
them money and the importance of repairing and maintaining their car versus
CHRIS “CHUBBY”
FREDERICK is the CEO
and founder of the Automotive
Training Institute. ATI’s 130
full-time associates train and
coach more than 1,500 shop
owners every week to drive
profits and dreams home to their families. Our
full-time coaches have helped our members
earn over 1 BILLION DOLLARS in a return
on their coaching investment since ATI was
founded. This month’s article was written with
the help of former shop owner and ATI Coach
Brian Hunnicutt.
chubby@autotraining.net

buying a new or used one. If you skip the
education step, when you present the
entire estimate later with maintenance, it
will be like clubbing them over the head.

Download your own
ﬂow chart
This Customer Service Checklist is designed to get you the right return busi-

OPERATIONS

ness with the right average repair order
amount. If worked properly, it will allow
owners to work on their business and
not in it. Track, measure and hold your
employees accountable to this and set
yourself free. If you would like to download your own checklist simply go to
www.ationlinetraining.com/2019-08 for a
limited time.

Autonomous
alignment results
Quick Check Drive:
% Touchless total toe and individual camber
% Unmatched accuracy and repeatability
% No stopping, data entry, or labor required

OPERATIONS // INDUSTRY CHANGE

EMBRACE THE FUTURE
The auto repair industry is poised for
signiﬁcant changes in the coming years

DAVID ROGERS // Contributing Editor

I

t’s uncomfortable, it’s frustrating,
sometimes it’s even something to
fear…and in the automotive industry, it’s unavoidable.
Independent auto repair shop
ownership and management are no
strangers to change. Technological innovations and societal trends disrupt
our industry every few years, forcing us
to train in new ways, buy new tools and
adopt new ideas. But we can already see
the next round of changes coming to our
industry, and it’s now more important
than ever to be prepared, and to be
ready to embrace new ways of running
your business!
First and foremost, the national
shortage of technicians is a major problem and one we’ll be dealing with for
quite some time. Our society as a whole
has devalued skilled trades, meaning
that for years now, young people have
been hearing at home and at school how
they should be avoiding careers like automotive technician.
10 AUGUST 2019 MOTORAGE.COM

Kids simply aren’t aware of the opportunities that skilled trade training
can offer them. As a result, the average
age of a mechanic in the United States
has gotten older and older — currently
somewhere in the mid-40s.
While this is a large-scale problem
that is beyond your shop’s immediate
control, you can still take steps to ensure
the impact of a labor shortage isn’t felt
as harshly as it could be — starting with
taking a good hard look at the systems
you use in your daily operation.
One problem a lot of shops seem to
inflict upon themselves is putting up too
many barriers for techs to be efficient.
Here’s a common example: Techs
have to use programs that don’t talk to
one other. So when they want to use a
labor guide, they have to copy the VIN
from the point of sale, paste it into a
labor guide, use endless dropdown
menus to find the labor time…and then
repeat the process when they search for
a second labor guide to compare.

And that all assumes they didn’t get
logged out by another tech doing their
own labor guide lookup.
The amount of time techs have to
spend logging into websites and typing
the same search terms is staggering, not
to mention inefficient and unproductive.
And what if that young technician
overcomes these inefficiencies, comes
to love their career, and eventually wants
to set out and own a shop of their own?
They get to look forward to the same —
only now it’s not just one facet of their job
that’s inefficient, it’s all of them. Their marketing program doesn’t communicate
with the point of sale. Their labor guides
don’t talk to the repair order estimates.
Their inspections don’t work closely with
the parts ordering. Each component of
their job, in every phase of the repair, is
managed by a different software, part of
a different subscription, and each is draining hours out of their day, out of their employees’ days, and out of their customers’
days. Hours….AND money.
PHOTO: OLLIRG / GETTYIMAGES.COM

All things
wholesale parts.
All in one place.

Introducing the Volkswagen Wholesale Parts Resource Center.
This new and exciting platform is your go-to destination for all wholesale parts–related questions,
info, and services. Log in to get tech tips plus access to online parts ordering and more.

Visit Wholesale.VWServiceandParts.com today.
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It’s really no wonder that we’re facing a national technician
shortage when that’s what we have to put up with just to do a
job we love!
Or used to, anyway.
Some products are finally emerging onto the scene that
give shop techs, service writers and owners alike the ability
to do all parts of their job from a single program. For the first
time, each critical component of the shop is able to talk to
one another, so the entire shop can stop with the endless retyping, re-logging in, re-searching, re-copying and re-pasting
just to do their job.
Maximizing efficiency and time management are two big
keys to overcoming the labor shortage in our industry, and a
system like I’ve described is critical for accomplishing this.
In keeping with the theme of using technology to improve
your shop’s day-to-day productivity, the impact that Artificial
Intelligence (AI) is poised to have on our industry — and society in general — cannot be overstated.
In several ways, AI is the answer to many issues we face as
independent shop owners. We can better diagnose vehicles,
advertise and market much more effectively, and save a tremendous amount of time in every bay and at every desk when
we employ the proper AI-infused algorithms to work with our
skilled teams.
AI can also eliminate human error — a major profit-drainer
for shop owners — by making both diagnosis and repair operations more precise. Machine learning will furthermore help
your staff accomplish many of the more mundane-yet-critical
tasks they need to get done — profit management, for example
— which will, again, afford them more time to focus on bringing
money into the shop.
Technological innovation is also contributing to new and
exciting vehicle designs that might seem daunting or frightening but, in my opinion, are nothing to fear at all! Cars today are
built with composite materials that would seem futuristic to
technicians not that long ago. There’s also a lot of buzz about
self-driving cars coming down the pipeline — and make no
mistake, this technology will be available to consumers at some
point in the 2020s.
Our industry has benefited from increasingly complex onboard computer systems making it tougher for drivers to perform
basic repairs on their own. And in my opinion, we’ll continue to
see car owners seek out the pros for their repair needs moving
forward. You’ll obviously need to keep the latest and greatest
tools on hand, but that’s nothing new for our industry.
To me, the trend of more sophisticated engines and computerized vehicles is also a fantastic opportunity to attract a
different breed of future technicians, managers and advisors
— individuals who are technically gifted and interested in the
12 AUGUST 2019 MOTORAGE.COM
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many forms of technology that are emerging in our industry
and so many others.
A community college in Michigan is already offering a course
in self-driving car repair that is attracting science-minded individuals who might not have otherwise considered a career in vehicle maintenance. These new individuals will see auto repair in
a different way than previous generations, which will potentially
make up for the current trend of young people being reluctant
to fix cars for a living. That being said, however, the next wave of
auto repair professionals will force many shop owners to make
a philosophical adjustment. If we’re slow to embrace the tools,
the training, the management and the systems that make our
shops efficient and competitive, we’ll never attract the kind of
technician we are going to need in order to survive! We need to
update our systems and streamline our day-to-day operations.
This effort includes utilizing the same technologies that are
being incorporated in the mechanical aspects of our vehicles
and shops to help us improve the human side as well. You
simply cannot replace human contact with bots — that’s been
proven over and again in retail businesses. But you can use
machine learning and AI to improve your technical processes
and create better efficiencies so that your human staff can gain
a deeper understanding of the vehicles, the processes and even
the customers they’re dealing with.
Perhaps more importantly, as computers begin to take on
more of the mundane tasks and make us more efficient, it gives
us the adequate time we need to apply to creating a deeper,
more mutually beneficial relationship with our clients, customers and even our staff.
The most important thing to keep in mind as we head towards a new era of auto repair is to step outside of your comfort
zone. Just because something is “the way it has always been”
doesn’t mean it’s the right way of doing things. And could very
well be a reason your shop is having trouble recruiting the right
staff members and attracting quality customers.
Auto repair is an exciting industry, and the new technologies I’ve mentioned are poised to be a huge draw in helping a
new crop of technician want to be a part of what we’re doing.
More often than not, change is a good thing, and technological innovation can prove to be a great thing for our industry. Just
like anything else though, you need to have the right tools, the
right procedures and the right attitude to get the job done!
DAVID ROGERS is chief operating officer of Keller
Bros. Inc., president of Auto Profit Masters and
president of Shop 4D, the industry’s first Artificial
Intelligence (AI) -enabled, self-learning system for
proactively managing repairs, customers, marketing,
profits and employees. Reach David via email at contact@shop4d.com,
toll-free at 1-866-826-7911, or online at https://shop4d.com/.
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Replace your old and dying
business model
You must keep your shop young and vibrant to succeed

I

sn’t it amazing how much change
has taken place and how much disruption is entering the aftermarket
over the last three years?
Change and disruption truly challenge individual shop owners, and
one has to ask — are you keeping your
old and dying business model? Or are
you ready to replace it with something
young and vibrant?
Not sure which side of the equation
you`re on? The below quiz might give
you a clue.
1. As the owner of your business are
you still working in the bays of the
business?
2. Is your shop understaffed by a minimum of three people? That is one
in the bays, one at the front counter
and one in the back office?
3. Do you look at wages as a cost to
your business?
4. Do you continuously watch total
shop sales, always looking for more
car count and only feel good when
the shop is busy?
5. Do you measure mainly sales per RO
as the key measurement of improvement?
6. Do you like to put on specials and
have that seasonal sale?
7. Do you attend maybe one or two allday business management classes
every two to three years?
8. Do your techs only average 20 to 30
hours of technical training a year
and that training is only local location training and always at night?
9. Do you inspect the vehicle with the
No. 1 purpose to find work?
10. Do you take, if you are lucky, one
14 AUGUST 2019 MOTORAGE.COM

week of vacation a year?
11. Are you open six days a week?
These are but a few traits of the business model that fits the old and dying
shop of the old aftermarket.
On the other hand, the shop owners
who have and are working hard to transition to the new aftermarket recognize
the new and vibrant (N&V) format that
they are embracing. The shop owner is
learning that he or she must learn to become a CEO of the business. They have
moved themselves out of the bays or
front counter, replacing themselves in
that position and now working full time
on the business.

THE TRADE DAYS ARE DONE,
AND THIS NEW AFTERMARKET
IS TRULY A HIGHLY SKILLED
PROFESSION AT EVERY LEVEL.
They recognize that competent staff
creates excellent net profits for the shop
and they are a true investment into the
business.
The N&V shops realigned their staffing levels to have one service advisor
per two technicians, two bays/lifts per
licensed technician and increased the
back-office staff with a dedicated person
to work with the bay staff focusing in on
managing the client base.
The new management clearly understands that it is not about being busy; it
is about being steady. When the shop is
steady, the team can execute together
with a uniform flow throughout the shop
and in total control of the day’s business.

The front counter has been trained to
understand many of the shop’s internal
numbers and watches the gross profit
dollars earned per RO, as that comes
from productivity, whereas sales per RO
measures activity. Activity is “busy” creating top-line sales, whereas productivity creates gross profit and that leads the
shop on the way to the right NET profit.
The N&V shop owners have learned
the math and how continuous sales and
discounts can create destruction for the
shop’s bottom line as well as attract the
wrong customer/client base.
These N&V owners are now attending six to eight days of business management classes a year to stay on top of the
management issues that are continuously changing in a vibrant aftermarket.
They recognize the knowledge of
their technicians requires at least 100
hours of development a year, and they
plan for this continuous development by
looking a year out as to which classes
they should be attending and plan the
shop around that time when one or a
few staff members may be away. These
owners recognize that the trade days are
done and that this new aftermarket is
truly a highly skilled profession at every
level. Consequently, they acknoweldge
that the development courses the staff
will be attending may be in another city
in the country.
Vehicle inspections are the critical
mass in the business, starting with full
comprehensive inspections once a year
on every consumer’s vehicles and two
comprehensive inspections a year on
commercial vehicles. These owners in
the N&V aftermarket recognize their
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service advisors cannot spend effective
time with the client and truly counsel
them on safety, reliability and efficiency
of their vehicle based on how the client
uses the vehicle and the client’s expectations of their vehicle if the vehicle
file is incomplete. These N&V shops
recognize their professional responsibility to the client to counsel them
continuously for safety, reliability and
efficiency of the client’s vehicle. This is
the key point they understand. They
don’t have to sell; they have to connect
with the client, as they are being hired
by the client to counsel them.
These new CEOs of the N&V aftermarket go home mentally exhausted at
night, as they are continuously working
on their business for consistent execution to the client base, ensuring internal
processes produce consistent experiences for the clients and consistent financial returns for the business. This is
why getting away from the business is a
must to keep their head clear and creative. Thus, they work on making sure
they schedule a minimum of four — but

preferably six — weeks of holidays a year.
The new CEOs recognize that today’s generation does not live to work,
but rather they work to live and therefore family values and time with family
and friends are critical to team members
maintaining a positive, creative and loyal
culture in the company with much reduced stress. The math has been fully
studied, and they are able to manage the
client’s vehicle fully and professionally
within a normal five-day-a-week cycle.
The team and owners enjoy every weekend and all holidays throughout the year.
The new and vibrant aftermarket is
truly exciting; however, it does require
change and self discipline to relearn
the business and how to measure and
execute to the new format. It has been
proven that the average independent
shop today is missing between $25,000
and $30,000 net profit per bay per year

out of the current business coming
through the door. The new and vibrant
aftermarket shop owners have learned
where it is in their business and how to
reset their shop up to go after it. These
are the most exciting times to be in this
industry today.
So work out the math and define
your future if you insist on staying in
the old and dying aftermarket, because
you are destined to stay in the “trade.”

BOB GREENWOOD,
AMAM, is president
and CEO of Automotive
Aftermarket E-Learning
Centre Ltd. (AAEC),
which provides business
management resources for
the automotive aftermarket. Bob has more
than 36 years of business management
experience and is one of 150 worldwide
AMi-approved instructors.
greenwood@aaec.ca
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with Jon Bockman from Bockman’s
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Gerry Frank from Auto Repair
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to staying fresh and relying on your
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your goals. Find out what it took
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in the hands of their team. Listen at
MotorAge.com/delegate.
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Pennsylvania Senate fast
tracks anti-emissions bills
No stakeholder process for consumers and shops

L

2011-17, an average of 5.7 million vehicles were
egislation was recently introduced in
tested each year and an average of 96 percent
the Pennsylvania State Senate that
of vehicles passed the test. Although we are
strikes at the core of the Pennsylvania
meeting or exceeding federal air quality stanemissions inspection and maintedards and fewer vehicles are failing the emisnance program (I/M). State Senators Judith
sions testing, there has not been any action to
Ward (R-PA), Elder Vogel (R-PA), Patrick
modernize the onerous, costly regulations of
Stephano (R-PA) and Wayne Langerholc (Rthe I/M program.”
PA) introduced five bills aimed at modifying
Since the implementation of the U.S. Enthe current Pennsylvania emissions I/M provironmental Protection Agency’s Clean Air
gram. These bills were quickly moved through
Act Amendments of 1990, vehicle emissions
the Senate Committee on Transportation. One THE AUTOMOTIVE
inspection and maintenance programs have
of the most egregious of the policy proposals SERVICE ASSOCIATION
faced adversity. Programs have struggled with
is that “a subject vehicle shall be exempt from
IS THE LEADING
whether to be centralized or decentralized,
the requirements for emission inspection for
training issues, consumer inconvenience and
eight years after the vehicle is manufactured.” TRADE ASSOCIATION
being seen as a financial burden on consumers.
According to PennDot, there are 5.9 million FOR INDEPENDENT
On its face, the Pennsylvania legislation’s exvehicles tested annually, of which 3.2 million
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE
emptions and other proposed policies do harm
are eight years old or newer.
to both consumers and small businesses. Most
Vehicle inspection and maintenance pro- PROFESSIONALS.
importantly, for this discussion, is the lack of
grams help improve air quality by identifying
JOIN
AT
stakeholder input. Legislative or administrative
cars and trucks with high emissions and that
bodies opt, at the beginning of the process, to
may need repairs. Owners or operators of veASAshop.org
make important decisions with limited inforhicles with high emissions are notified to make
mation when stakeholders are not involved.
any repairs so that emissions are within legal
This is high risk for positive outcomes. In the
limits. The 1990 Amendments to the Clean
Pennsylvania case, a quick hearing, speedy legislative mark up
Air Act (CAA) made I/M mandatory for several areas across
and fast-tracked legislation to the Senate floor proves harmful for
the country. The Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Pennsylvania consumers and the automotive repair community.
Quality describes the value of the Pennsylvania I/M program:
Vehicle inspections are no different than a medical or
“Cars and light trucks are a major source of air pollution in
dental check up — not always convenient but important for
Pennsylvania. Vehicle emissions contribute to health and enmaintenance. In the case of I/M, this issue is important for air
vironmental problems such as urban smog, air toxins, global
quality and public health, not just in the state of Pennsylvania,
warming and haze. All cars emit some pollution, but poorly
but for those communities outside Pennsylvania’s borders that
maintained cars emit more. Not maintaining your car or ignorinherit poorer air quality due to these types of proposed I/M
ing your dashboard check engine light can cost you in future
program modifications.
repair costs as well as pollute the air.”
The Pennsylvania I/M reform legislation should be stopped
In a memorandum to all Pennsylvania state senators, bill
by House members.
sponsors offered: “Vehicle emissions testing has become less
effective at reducing air pollution, particularly due to newer,
ROBERT REDDING is the Automotive Service Association’s
more fuel-efficient vehicles entering the fleet. There is also
Washington, D.C. representative. He has served as a member
compelling evidence that vehicles are continuously passing
of several federal and state advisory committees involved in the
the annual vehicle emissions testing. In Pennsylvania, between
automotive industry. rlredding@reddingfirm.com
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Riding the wave
Shop owner recognizes the need for scopes and is enjoying the profits
ROBERT BRAVENDER // Contributing Editor

Picture a town of 2,000 souls nestled along the southern coast of Oregon and you’ve got Gold Beach, home
of Point S Precision Performance. “It’s big enough to sustain this
company,” testifies Tim Harding, who founded the auto repair/
tire store back in 1986.
“I was a one-man shop doing automotive repair,” he recalls.
“Then around 1988 I diagnosed a car with a bad PCM, but
couldn’t fix it because I needed factory software to program it.
I realized I had to make a change and bought my first factory
scan tool, a Tech 2. Now I have 22 OE-level software scan tools
for Mercedes, Toyota, etc., and probably 15 aftermarket scan
tools. If a car comes in, we’re going to fix it. That’s how we built
this business up.”
Profit is definitely not in diagnostics, though. “No,” Harding
laughs. “My subscription fees to keep the scan tools up to date
average around $35,000 a year. But I’m going to fix customers’
brakes, do their oil changes and sell them tires. That’s how I
pay for diagnostics.”
On the tire side, Harding’s a member of Point S, a franchise
made up of independent owners. “I first bought into it about
20 years ago when it was Tire Factory.” Based out of Europe,
Point S has over 4,000 points of sale worldwide.
“I keep about 1,200 tires in stock,” he explains. “I’d say we
have a fill rate of about 70 percent, and 30 percent of the time
we have to order what somebody wants. Our tire business is
going up and up all the time; I think it’s our prices. I don’t really
charge much because to me it’s about giving a good price and
keeping people as customers for all the other repairs. If you
treat somebody well, they’re going to remember you.”
Harding points out that if he’s going to do anything, “I’d like
to try to do it right and be on top of the game.” Which is why he’s
now an advocate for lab scope waveform diagnosis.
“You get 3/10ths of a voltage drop on something, it will create drivability problems,” he observes. “A scanner will get you in
the general area, but a scope will get the car 100 percent figured
out. Say a scanner code has a technician pulling the oil pan to
inspect the reluctor wheel. That would be like an eight-hour
job. I take a scope, put it on that crankshaft sensor signal and
tell you in a minute if that reluctor ring is good or bad without
tearing anything down.”
By Harding’s own estimate, only 15-20 percent of the shops
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POINT S PRECISION PERFORMANCE, INC.
Gold Beach, Oregon //

Tim and
Simina Harding 12,000
Owner

Total square footage of shop

1

12

No. of shops

No. of bays

33

75

Years in business

No. of customer vehicles per week

12
No. of employees

in the U.S. have scopes. “The best scopes are around $5,000,
and I think it’s worth it. A scope is something that doesn’t have
to be updated all the time like a scanner, plus it works on any
make or model. And if you know how to do drivability stuff,
you wouldn’t even need a scanner; you can figure anything
out with a scope — although a scanner will get you to the area
having problems quicker.”
Of course, using and reading a scope requires special training. Lots of it. “We’ve got four Automotive Test Solutions’ (ATS)
lab scopes, and we do 25 days of training for my guys here, plus
we go all around the nation.” Harding reports they just got back
from a big four-day training event in Kansas City.
“If you want to fix the hard-to-fix cars, the ones no one else
can, you have to have a scope,” he maintains. “We actually
capture all the wave forms to prove to the customer what the
problem is by showing them the before and after results. Then
a lot of those wave forms will be used for training seminars.”
PHOTOS: PRECISION PERFORMANCE, INC.
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Precision is among a select number
of shops chosen to beta test lab scopes
for ATS, Bosch and a few others. “They
know what we do here, the quality of the
technology,” Harding notes. “They know
I have 22 factory tools to compare data.”
Another technology Harding has
invested in is keys. Unlike the old days
when any hardware store could grind
out copies, modern car keys are now,
well, key to a car’s security.
“It’s a hard market to get into,” he says.
“To become a licensed locksmith, you
have to go through NASTF (National Automotive Service Task Force). You pay
a yearly subscription; they do a huge
background check on you, FBI, etc., and
it takes them quite a while to give you
your licensed locksmithing code.”
But once a shop earns that code,
they can cover any and all types of
key programming. “Let’s say I’m going
to program a GM, Ford or whatever,”
explains Harding. “I go on that factory
site, I put in my LSID number, and I
can pull up the key cut codes and programming PIN codes. If a customer
loses all of their keys, I can cut and
program a key to their car. You go to a
dealership and they’re just going to do
their make and nothing else. We do all
makes, all models. A lot of cars up and
down the coast will drive 50-60 miles
to get to our shop.”
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Harding also owns a local Carquest
parts store, although he keeps both operations pretty separate. “Everybody
thinks that (I can get the parts cheaper
from there),” he comments, “but I have
to pay the employees and overhead, and
in a small town, they’re not the busiest
Carquest in the world. It’s busy because
of me, but you have to look at the numbers; I sell to myself just like I would if I
was buying from any other store.”
Still, Harding’s interest in technology
is all-abiding; he’s lately been looking
into ADAS. “If I see new stuff coming
out, I’m certainly going to put as much

time into it as I can, to try to be the best
at it. If it requires me to spend money on
tools, well, my wife and I pay ourselves a
good salary; everything else we put back
into the business.”
ROBERT BRAVENDER
graduated from the
University of Memphis with
a bachelor’s degree in
film and video production.
He has edited magazines
and produced shows for
numerous channels, including “Motorhead
Garage” with longtime how-to guys Sam
Memmolo and Dave Bowman.
rbravender@comcast.net
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LEARNING THE VALUE
OF FUEL TRIMS
UNDERSTANDING HOW THE ECM CONTROLS FUEL DELIVERY CAN ADD A POWERFUL
DIAGNOSTIC AID TO YOUR TROUBLESHOOTING TOOLKIT
ERIC ZIEGLER // Contributing Editor

M

ost of us as technicians
know that fuel trims are
part of the ECM (Engine
Control Module) data
stream that we can access with our scan
tools. However, a lot of techs either struggle with or fall short of using fuel trims to
their full diagnostic value. This article will
explain fuel trims and expand on how we
can employ them as part of our regular
diagnostic routine to increase our diagnostic efficiency and accuracy.

What are fuel trims?
What are fuel trims and why were they
originally added to the ECM’s data
stream? Fuel trims were a mandated
OBDII Parameter ID (or PID) that reflected the ECM’s correction to the injector’s base pulse width (IPW) to achieve a
desired air fuel ratio (AFR) based on the
oxygen sensor and other engine sensors’
input to the ECM in closed loop. In layman’s terms, they were a feedback loop
system that was developed to use an “if
/then” strategy for fuel control to the engine. But why? Why did we have to have
this strategy? A big factor to their development was the adoption of the threeway catalytic converter or TWCC.
TWCCs required the feed gases to
be close to Stoichiometric (14.7:1) airfuel ratio to function at their greatest efficiency. Using the closed loop feedback
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ANY AIR THAT ENTERS THE ENGINE without passing through the MAF sensor ﬁrst will
create a lean condition.

system helped to achieve this. Most techs
realize that fuel trims and the O2 sensors
work in tandem with one another. So, if
the O2 sensor reports too lean of a condition in closed loop, the ECM will make
a correction to “fatten up” or add more
fuel to the engine. Conversely, if the O2
reports to the ECM that the exhaust is too
rich, the ECM will make a correction to
“lean out” or subtract fuel from the air/
fuel ration entering the engine.
An example of a simple feedback
loop would be a modern HVAC thermostat on the wall of your home that
is capable of both cooling and heat-

ing. Let’s say it’s set at 70 degrees F. It’s
chilly in your home in the morning
and the room’s ambient temperature
is 60 degrees F. The thermostat senses
that “there isn’t enough heat” and tells
the furnace to “add 10 degrees of heat”
until the 70 degree F mark is met. If
later in the day, the house heats up to
80 degrees F, the thermostat senses this
and signals the A/C system to “remove
10 degrees of heat” until a desired temperature of 70 degrees F is attained. The
thermostat would be the input that is responsible for the “if” part of the “if/then”
equation. The HVAC unit would be the
PHOTOS: PETE MEIER
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A FAILING OR CONTAMINATED MAF SENSOR will often cause negative fuel trims at idle and progressively more positive fuel trims as
engine speed and/or load increase.

“then” part. The intelligent circuit board
in the HVAC unit would be analogous
the ECM.

From OBDI confusion to
OBDII clarity
Fuel trims have been around since the
early years of self diagnostics in OBDI
vehicles. In the old GM OBDI world,
there were the fuel control PIDs called
Block Learn and Integrator. GM used
a sliding scale between 0 and 256 with
128 being the center point. If the number was greater than 128, it reflected the
amount of enrichment that the ECM
commanded to compensate for a lean
condition. If the Integrator read 139,
the ECM had sensed the engine was 11
percent lean and made the appropriate
correction. In addition, if the Integrator
PID in the scan tool’s data stream read
120, it is reflecting the ECM sensing the
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exhaust is too rich, and it made the appropriate correction to subtract 8 percent fuel to lean out or bring the Integrator back closer to 128 or the zero mark.
The Integrator revealed the ECM’s quick
response where the Block Learn was the
learned value that accumulated over
time and learned the trends or cells for
the Integrator corrections. Back in the
day, I always struggled to remember
which PID was which. Manufacturers
could use any term they wished back
then to describe the ECM’s correction.
Fast forward to OBDII and now OEMs
are required to call the real-time correction Short Term Fuel Trim or STFT. The
learned value now had to be called Long
Term Fuel Trim or LTFT. The correction
is now also required to be displayed on
the scan tool in the form of a percentage.
Positive percentages reflect the percentage of correction when the ECM is add-

ing fuel to correct for a lean condition.
Negative percentages now reflect the
percent of fuel that is being subtracted
to correct for a rich condition.

Fuel trim response to
common problems
Using the scan tool’s ability to graph
PIDs like Short Term Fuel Trim can be
a great asset when diagnosing drivability
issues such as air metering issues, vacuum leaks, fuel delivery and volumetric
efficiency issues. They give the tech the
ability to see the ECM corrections to the
problems listed above and aids techs in
getting a diagnostic direction.
Vacuum leaks —Let’s say the vehicle
has vacuum leak. On an MAF-equipped
vehicle, this means it has air that is entering the engine that is not being measured
by the Mass Air Flow sensor. Most of us
know that the air-fuel mixture is based on
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A RESTRICTED EXHAUST on one side of a dual exhaust system can cause an imbalance of fuel trim between banks. Look at the bank with the
more negative correction for the cause.

the amount of air entering the engine on
a vehicle that has an MAF. If unmetered
(often known as pirate or false air) enters
the engine from a breach like a leaking
intake manifold gasket, the ECM does
not deliver enough fuel to achieve the
proper air-fuel ratio (AFR). This results
in a lean condition, which is observed by
the oxygen sensor. The ECM, if in closed
loop, will make the corresponding if/then
correction to STFT (Short Term Fuel
Trim) and will add additional fuel to try
to achieve stoichiometry.
The largest percentage of the breach
or vacuum leak occurs at idle. This is
because the throttle blade acts as a restriction to airflow. As the throttle blade
is opened, the size of the breach or leak is
diminished due to the fact that the throttle blade’s restriction has been removed
and manifold vacuum is replaced by
atmospheric pressure under wide open
throttle acceleration. From a diagnostic
standpoint, our fuel trims will reflect
this. If we graph the STFT correction, we
would see high positive fuel trim corrections at idle that waned a way closer to

0 when the throttle blade was opened.
MAF input error — Let’s say we suspected the MAF sensor was not reporting the correct amount of air entering
the engine. How would we expect our
fuel trims to behave?
An example of this could be an MAF
hot wire that is covered up with debris, oil
or just a failing MAF sensor. Since most
Mass Air Flow failures tend to overestimate air flow at idle and underestimate
air flow under acceleration or load, we
would see slightly negative fuel trims at
idle and the more we opened the throttle
blade, the more positive the fuel trims
would react. Techs often notice that the
positive fuel trims tend to “follow the
throttle” when this problem is present.
Bank-to-bank imbalance — Fuel
trims can also be a great aid in diagnosing bank-to-bank air imbalance issues,
especially on MAF-equipped engines.
The bank-to-bank imbalance in airflow
is usually caused by a problem with the
engine’s Volumetric Efficiency (VE) or,
in simpler terms, its ability to inhale and
exhale. This can be caused by restric-

tions hampering the engine’s ability to
breathe or a cam timing issue on a Vconfigured OHC motor that uses separate camshafts for each bank.
How do you suspect the fuel trims
to behave on an engine when such a
bank-to-bank airflow imbalance is present? The answer would be “it depends.”
It would be dependent on a couple of
factors: the amount of the imbalance in
airflow bank-to-bank, the engine RPM
and load and the degree of restriction
present for starters. A general statement
would be that when bank-to-bank airflow imbalance is present, the fuel trims
are usually opposed. In other words,
there is a significant difference side-toside, sometimes techs refer to this as
“the fuel trims are skewed bank to bank.”
Think about why this happens. As an
example, let’s look at an MAF-equipped
V-6 where each head has its own camshaft and its own pre- and post-O2 sensors on each bank. The MAF sensor’s job
is to measure the air entering the engine
and report it to the ECM so it can add
the correct amount of fuel to the enS E A R C H AU TO PA R T S .C O M
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MISFIRES CAN BE CAUSED BY IGNITION or fuel delivery issues. Fuel trims may help point you in the right direction.

gine to try to maintain stoichiometry
of 14.7 to 1 air-fuel ratio. Let’s say at a
steady state throttle opening, the MAF
sensor reads and reports that 48 grams
of air per second (gps) is entering the
engine. The ECM in closed loop is going
to provide enough fuel for each cylinder
to have the correct amount for 8 grams
of airflow per cylinder (48/gps of measured airflow/6 cylinders = 8/gps of airflow per cylinder).
What if the same V-6 engine has an
exhaust that incorporates catalytic converters for each bank and one side is restricted? How are the engine fuel trims
going to appear and why?
For example, say the same engine
under the same conditions that would
normally report 48/gps of MAF has an
exhaust restricted on Bank 1 and only
reads and reports 6/gps per cylinder due
to the Bank 1 exhaust restriction. Bank
2’s VE, or breathing, is unaffected and
still pulls 8/gps per cylinder. So, what
does the MAF report to the ECM?
Answer: Bank 1 has 3 cylinders @ 6/
gps = 18/gps and Bank 2 has 3 cylinders
@ 8/gps = 24/gps. The MAF now reports
30 AUGUST 2019 MOTORAGE.COM

THE MAF REPORTS total air entering the engine — something that doesn’t change
whether it’s ignited or not.

42/gps (B1 18 + B2 24) to the ECM. The
ECM sees this and assumes that each
cylinder should get the same amount of
fuel for the 7/gps of airflow per cylinder
(42/gps divided by 6 cylinders = 7/gps
per cylinder). Most vehicles only have
one MAF sensor that is centrally located
in the intake tract, so it cannot differentiate between each bank’s VE. The unaffected or normally breathing side (Bank
2) gets delivered fuel for 7/gps of airflow
delivered to cylinders that actually flow
8/gps. These cylinders are now underfueled and lean.

The oxygen sensor on that bank reports this to the ECM which, in closed
loop, counters by adding more fuel
through a change to that side of the engine’s injector pulse width (IPW). This is
reflected in the fuel trims for Bank 2 reading positive. Now let’s examine Bank 1,
the side with the exhaust restriction.
Bank 1 Volumetric Efficiency has
been altered by the exhaust restriction, in this example the Bank 1 Cat is
damaged. The cylinders that should be
flowing 8/gps are now only flowing 6/
gps due to the restriction. This changes
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the MAF reading and because the MAF
can’t differentiate between each bank’s
airflow, Bank 1 now receives fuel for 7/
gps for cylinders that are only flowing
6/gps. The result is that Bank 1 is over
fueled and is now running richer than
it should. Consequentially, the Bank 1
O2 reads rich. The ECM sees this and, if
in closed loop, subtracts fuel by reducing the Bank 1 cylinder’s IPW. This is reflecting in the scan data for Bank 1, now
showing negative fuel trims.
So, when we have a vehicle that has
catalytic converters and oxygen sensors
on each bank and a restriction in the exhaust occurs, the fuel trims will be opposed from one bank to the other. The
question diagnostically is when we have
opposed fuel trims, which side do we diagnose? The above example hopefully
illustrated that we examine the side or
bank with the most negative fuel trims.
We could also have a similar situation in which the trims are opposed
bank-to-bank caused by an airflow
imbalance that is not caused by a restriction, but rather by a Volumetric
Efficiency issue caused by valve timing
— the valve timing is off. Let’s say we
had an overhead cam engine that was
a V-6 and each cylinder head had its
own camshaft. Moreover, the scan data
revealed while in closed loop the fuel
trims for Bank 1 were +3 percent and
the fuel trims for Bank 2 were +22 percent. Which side of the engine has the
most negative fuel trims? If your answer
was Bank 1, you are correct. Bank 1 is
the side that has the air flow imbalance.
Misfire — Fuel trims can help us determine whether a misfire is fuel-related
or ignition-related. For example, if I have
a 4-cylinder engine that is misfiring and
I have already ruled out a mechanical
issue using a relative compression test or
a cranking vacuum transducer test, my
next suspect will either be fuel or ignition.
If I had a fuel injector that the wiring harness had rodent damage and
34 AUGUST 2019 MOTORAGE.COM

A FAILED INJECTOR, however, doesn’t deliver its share of fuel to the cylinder it’s assigned to
and results in less fuel overall for the amount of air reported to the ECM.

caused an injector to be electrically offline, how would that affect my oxygen
sensor readings? The answer would be
02 would read lean due to the fact that
the ECM could not deliver enough fuel
to the engine. Obviously, if the oxygen
sensor told the ECM it was too lean, my
fuel trims would be positive. The question is how positive would they be?
Let’s examine this. So, if the rodent
damage was done to a single injector,
and the ECM attempted to inject the
correct amount of fuel into the cylinders
but couldn’t due to the wiring harness
damage, how much of the fuel got delivered to the engine? If you said 75 percent, you are correct. If the above vehicle
is misfiring and the ECM shows that the
oxygen sensor is still lean, it will try to
compensate in closed loop by adding
positive fuel trims close to +25 percent.
So diagnostically, if I have a misfiring
vehicle that has high positive fuel trims
in a single cylinder misfire, I might want
to examine fuel injection for that cylinder. Consequently, if I have a vehicle
that has a misfiring cylinder and my fuel
trims appear to be normal, I am going to
look into ignition as the probable cause.
It has been discussed in previous articles how ignition misfires have very little
effect on fuel trims in closed loop.
Let’s review: fuel trims have been
around for a long time, basically since

the ECM took over fuel control via a
feedback loop. OEMs got to call it whatever they wanted and use it however
they chose. OBDII changed this. Now it is
a mandated PID in the data stream. They
have to now be referred to as short-term
and long-term and given in percentages.
Positive percentages indicate the ECM’s
correction for a lean exhaust by adding
fuel. Conversely, negative fuel trims indicate the ECM correction for rich exhaust
content by subtracting fuel. Graphing
scan data on MAF can be very helpful for
diagnosing lean conditions like vacuum
leaks and air metering issues. Opposed
fuel trims bank to bank indicate an air
flow imbalance bank to bank. When
trims are opposed, look to the side with
the most negative trim as the side with
the issue. Moreover, fuel trims can be
used to differentiate whether a misfiring cylinder and ignition are fuel related.
Hopefully this article gave you some
insights regarding using fuel trims as a
diagnostic aid.
ERIC ZIEGLER is an
ASE Certified Master Tech
who specializes in module
programming, drivability,
electrical and network
systems diagnostics. He
owns and operates EZ Diagnostic Solutions
Inc. and is a trainer for Automotive Seminars
and The Driveability Guys.
eric@diagnosticsolutions.com
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UNDERSTANDING
TOYOTA’S VEHICLE
CONTROL HISTORY
DATA IS ESSENTIAL IN PERFORMING A COMPETENT DIAGNOSIS. TOYOTA’S VCH PROVIDES A
LEVEL OF DATA THAT HAS NOT BEEN ACCESSIBLE TO TECHNICIANS IN THE PAST.
DAVE MACHOLZ // Contributing Editor

T

he Toyota Techstream scan
tool offers technicians the
ability to access an amazing
wealth of information from
vehicle electronic control units. On
newer model Toyota and Lexus vehicles, the ability to access Toyota Vehicle
Control History (VCH) information is
a valuable tool in no-code diagnostics.
The VCH data also provides some incredible diagnostic data for technologically advanced systems such as Toyota
Safety Sense.
The first time I ever attended a factory Toyota course, the instructor got
on the subject of what he described as
a black box technology, similar to that
of today’s commercial airplanes, that
stores relevant data related to a crash,
should one occur. This black box data
was only accessible via a Toyota field engineer and was not accessible through a
scan tool. I can remember thinking how
nice it would be if that data was actually
available to technicians in some form,
as there are many times as technicians
that we just simply don’t have enough
information to properly diagnose and
repair a vehicle. Fast-forward 10 years
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and the idea of accessing ECU data that is
not associated with a
DTC is now becoming
a reality on Toyota and
Lexus vehicles.
Toyota has utilized
Event Data Recorders (EDR) since 2000
when it began a rollout across the product
line. Today, approximately 70 percent of
the Toyotas in the U.S.
are equipped with this
technology — the subHV OPERATION HISTORY can be viewed in the data list as
ject of a 2016 Society
outlined by Toyota’s Quick Training Guide on the subject.
of Automotive Engiworked with Bosch to utilize the crash
neers white paper entitled Event Data
data retrieval tool or CDR. Recently,
Recorder Developed by Toyota Motor
Toyota began making some of the data
Corporation. The Toyota Event Data
available via their Techstream scan tool.
Recorder was developed to collect sevIn the aforementioned white paper,
eral collision analysis data parameters
Toyota stated that they felt that the evoincluding pre-crash, side crash, rollover
lution of this technology was forthcomand pop-up hood pedestrian data. In ading. For us as technicians, this is just
dition to these parameters, Toyota also
the tip of the iceberg into how this data
collected Vehicle control history data
might help us.
in a non-crash, triggered recording system. Federal regulations stipulate that
this data must be available via a comHV operation history
mercially available tool, and Toyota
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VEHICLE CONTROL HISTORY PROVIDES Engine Control “X” codes without setting a DTC — a great resource for no-code diagnostics.

at a Toyota dealership in a busy metropolitan area in which
a car count of over 100 vehicles is a normal day. Toyota has
just announced a new model of the Prius, and more than 20
of these vehicles were delivered this week alone. The shifter
technology has changed from previous model years and
now includes a joystick shift function that is difficult to operate for some customers. After delivering the new vehicles to
the customers, several have come back to the service drive
complaining of transmission- and shift-related issues. The
technician assigned to the repair order test drove the vehicle
and found it to be operating normally and upon performing
a Techstream health check, there were no diagnostic trouble
codes found in any of the modules. The service advisor reported the lack of findings back to the customer, who is now
displeased with the product and the dealership because the
experience they had was perceived as a problem. In reality,
there may have been an error on the part of the customer
in operating the vehicle.
The above scenario is a perfect example of how EDR data
could be potentially used. In the past, we have relied on a
DTC in order to have a diagnostic game plan. A DTC gave
us a code-set criteria and also brought with it freeze frame
data. However, when a DTC did not set, we were forced to try
to duplicate the concern. Duplication of a customer concern
can be a wild goose chase that often results in the famous “no
problem found” report back to the customer.
In 2015 when the 4th generation Prius was introduced,
Toyota also included some enhanced scan tool functionality
known as HV Operation History. This function allows the
technician to access some very interesting data from the
data list within the hybrid control ECU. This data is of particular interest when a scenario like the above-mentioned
shift concern or in the event of an inability to ready on
occurs combined with no DTCs present. Specifically, the
Techstream software is looking for abnormalities in driving
conditions or other non-driving abnormalities that it sees
as an issue but would not set a code for.
The beauty of this information is that it is referenced to
a point in time within the data list. The HV operation history data stores “last” and” before last” occurrences of the
S E A R C H AU TO PA R T S .C O M
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particular data being viewed. The “last” data indicates the
last key-on cycle in which the data occurred. The “before
last” data indicates the previous occurrence and its related
key cycle. The data also references how many occurrences
of the abnormality occurred on the related key cycle.
As an example, if the customer who reported shifting problems with the aforementioned Prius had last experienced the
problem a week ago and travels to and from work with the vehicle, you could assume that a week’s worth of driving would
be around 14 key cycles ago. If the technician retrieves data
from this occurrence they will theoretically be able to match
the data to the customer’s experience. Once confirmed, the
advisor can communicate to the customer that there was an
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erroneous operation of the shifter and
not a problem with the vehicle.
This is a huge time savings in diagnosing hybrid vehicle customer complaints.

P1604 – Startability
malfunction
A few years back, I noticed a P1604 DTC
on my 2013 4Runner. There was no MIL
illuminated on the dash, and I was not
having any issues with the vehicle. I happened to be researching material for an
upcoming class and noticed the code
while performing a health check. Upon
further research, I discovered that a
P1604 indicates a “Startability malfunction.” According to Toyota Technical
information: “This DTC is stored when
the engine does not start even though
the STA signal is input, when the engine
takes a long time to start, and when the
engine speed is low or the engine stalls
just after the engine starts.”
After reading this, I realized my
startability malfunction came as a result of my removing my foot from the
vehicle brake during engine cranking,
which resulted in a no-start.
So why does Toyota provide a single code for a wide variety of circumstances? Well, it comes down to data.
Imagine you are Toyota’s technical hotline and every day technicians of all
different levels of experience are calling
for assistance with difficult diagnostic
scenarios, many of which have no related DTC. The beauty of the P1604
was that it created a DTC and with
that DTC comes valuable freeze frame
information. Data makes life easier for
all parties involved in the diagnostic
process. The P1604 by design is a fantastic tool for those in the independent
repair market when diagnosing nocode difficult starting concerns. As a
note: be sure to diagnose other DTCs
first, as many times a P1604 will set
as a companion code as a result of an40 AUGUST 2019 MOTORAGE.COM

A GROUP 2 VCH DATA CAPTURE DISPLAYS 12 distinct freeze frame data points before,
during and after a triggered VCH event.

A GROUP 3 VCH DATA CAPTURE REVEALS slightly less information than a group 2, while
a group 5 will store only one data point.

VCH DATA IS AVAILABLE on Toyota and Lexus vehicles through the Utility selection menu.

other problem. For example, if there is a
code present for an MAF sensor-related
problem along with a 1604, diagnose
the MAF code first.

Engine-related VCH data
Vehicle Control History Data is becoming available on Toyota vehicles and is
available across multiple ECUs. This ve-
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hicle control history information is a function that captures and
stores data based on a specific vehicle behavior. The VCH data
is incredibly useful and is quite similar to the concept of the
P1604. However, VCH data may be available to the technician
without storing a diagnostic trouble code.
As an example, the 2018 MY Camry was a complete redesign of the Camry platform. With the redesign came VCH
data for the Engine Control Module. The VCH data is available through the Techstream Utility menu after performing
a health check of the vehicle. The VCH data is a revolution in
diagnostic information.
One of the issues with a P1604 DTC was that there were
multiple reasons, or what we refer to as code-set criteria,
that resulted in a code. The problem with having multiple
symptoms that could result in a single DTC is that time is
of the essence — we simply don’t have time as technicians
to properly diagnose in most cases. VCH data further narrows our diagnostic efforts by providing a subset of data,
codes and freeze frame information that are not linked to
diagnostic trouble codes. Think of this as data for no-code
diagnostics.
As an example, the P1604 code has been further broken

A QUERY OF THE VCH UTILITY MENU REVEALS a list of triggered events with related time and key cycle information.

down within the VCH utility. Instead of simply setting a startability malfunction DTC, VCH provides sub-codes that can
indicate in a more specific manner why the vehicle didn’t
start:
• X0800 – Engine Stall
• X0803 – Engine Stall – Compression leakage

DENSO, TOYOTA ESTABLISH JOINT VENTURE FOR RESEARCH, ADVANCED
DEVELOPMENT OF NEXT-GENERATION, IN-VEHICLE SEMICONDUCTORS
DENSO Corporation and Toyota Motor Corporation
agreed to establish a joint venture* for research and
advanced development of next-generation, in-vehicle
semiconductors. The two companies will study the
details and aim to establish the new company in
April 2020.
Recently, electronic controls have been increasingly
implemented into vehicles. Furthermore, the number
of in-vehicle semiconductors has also grown, and the
performance of these semiconductors has continuously
improved. To create a future of mobility that is safe and
sustainable, it is necessary to develop next-generation
semiconductors that are integral to technology
innovations, such as connected cars, automated driving,
sharing mobility and electriﬁcation.
In June 2018, DENSO and Toyota agreed to
consolidate the electronic components production
and development functions to DENSO. Based on
this agreement, they have been working to achieve a
speedy and competitive production and development
system.
DENSO has decided to establish the new company
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for research and advanced development of in-vehicle
semiconductors, and will establish a stronger system
for R&D of semiconductors.
DENSO has agreed to accept equity participation
from Toyota for the new company to accelerate the
speed of development by taking full advantage of
Toyota’s knowledge from a mobility viewpoint. Through
equity participation in the new company, Toyota will
achieve further technology innovations by introducing
cutting-edge semiconductor technologies from the
planning phase when developing its mobility services
and vehicles.
The new company will conduct advanced research
on the basic structure and processing method of nextgeneration semiconductors and develop electronic
components by implementing semiconductors, such
as power modules for electric vehicles and periphery
monitoring sensors for automated vehicles, thereby
contributing to creating the future of mobility.
* The establishment of the joint venture requires the
approval of antitrust authorities.

*(Select Applications)
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A VCH EVENT TRIGGERED BY ABS ACTIVATION REVEALS the
related data at the time before, during and after the event.

• X0810 – Engine Difficult to Start –
Starting Time long
• X0811- Engine Difficult to Start
– Engine Stall Immediately after
starting
• X0812 – Engine Difficult to Start –
Immobilizer
In addition to the “X codes,” VCH
data will also include enhanced freeze
frame data related to the triggered
event and will often include the ability
to graph data over a period of time before and after the triggered event.
While it seems as though this information has been provided to ease
the diagnostic complexities within the
franchise dealership model, the wealth
of information it provides will certainly
provide independent technicians a
wealth of information when diagnosing Toyota and Lexus vehicles in their
facilities.

VCH for Toyota Safety Sense
In last month’s Motor Age, Toyota
Safety Sense was covered in detail. The
TSS system utilized multiple inputs as
well as control unit algorithms that enable the vehicle to assist the driver. The
complexity of these systems cannot be
understated. As a result of the ability
to access VCH data for these systems,
44 AUGUST 2019 MOTORAGE.COM

THE DATA STREAM WITHIN THE SAVED VCH EVENT
allows the technician to overlay graphed data.

Toyota has been able to analyze and
publish their findings as they relate to
autonomous braking.
As an example, an SAE white paper
entitled The Accurac y of Vehicle
Control History Data During Autonomous Emergency Braking was
published in April 2018. This paper
points out the level of detail available
through VCH data. If you are interested in a deep dive into VCH data
analysis, it is worth the price of purchase and is available at a discount to
SAE members.

Locating VCH data
As mentioned, there are multiple ECUs
that store VCH data. In the hybrid control ECU, the HV operation history is
located in the data list.
For engine, body/SRS airbag related
VCH data, the utility menu for the respective module will be utilized.
Please note that the amount of available data for VCH will be dependent on
what Toyota refers to as a data group.
Each triggered event has a related data
group and in turn, each data group has
a number of data parameters that it will
record.
To be sure on what data should be
available, consult the Toyota service

information related to vehicle control
history.
The wealth of information available
from VCH data to technicians in the
independent repair market makes another strong case for Techstream factory tooling when diagnosing Toyota
and Lexus vehicles. This information
at the time of testing was not available
through aftermarket scan tool platforms. As has been pointed out in previous Motor Age articles, Techstream
tooling and subscriptions are amongst
the least expensive in the business
with interfaces starting around $500
and subscriptions available in 2-day
or yearly formats at $65 and $1,295,
respectively.
Data is essential in performing a
competent diagnosis. Toyota VCH
provides a level of data that has not
been accessible to the technician in
the past.
DAVE MACHOLZ is an
instructor for the Toyota
T-TEN, Honda PACT
and general automotive
programs at Suffolk County
Community College in
Selden, N.Y. He is an ASE CMAT and L1
technician and holds a New York State
teaching certification in vehicle repair.
liautotraining@gmail.com
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POWER AND
GROUND TESTING

ONE STEP THAT IS ALWAYS A PREREQUISITE TO MODULE REPLACEMENT IS A TEST OF THAT
MODULE’S POWER AND GROUND CIRCUITS. ARE YOU PERFORMING THIS TEST CORRECTLY?
PETE MEIER // Technical Editor

I

f you know anything about me, you
know that I am big on turning techs
on to the power of voltage drop testing. I won’t repeat the whole story
here but let’s just say that a simple diag
kicked my butt because I didn’t know
what I didn’t know.
And judging by many of the comments I’ve read on a variety of social
media automotive groups, many of you
still don’t either. And that’s OK! Let’s see
if I can win a few more converts.

Did you check...?
I’ll never forget one particular day in the
shop. A fellow tech was struggling with
an electrical concern when he walked
over to my bay to ask for some help.
“Pete, can I get your help? I’ve got
a GMC pick-up with a slow blower
motor. I checked power and ground to
the motor and it was OK, so I ordered a
new blower motor. I just installed it and
it’s doing the same thing.”
I checked power and ground(s).
I don’t think I know any tech who
doesn’t know it’s important to verify
power and ground(s) when diagnosing
an issue with an ECU, but the truth is
the test is valid for any electrical device
you’re considering replacing. No electrical load (that is, any electrical device
designed to perform some kind of task,
like a light bulb, a fuel pump or even
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an ECU) can function without a good,
clean supply of voltage and an equally
good, clean return
path to ground.
Back to the story.
I stopped what I was
doing and walked
over to my friend’s
stall. I asked him to
show me how he had WHILE EVERYTHING IN AN ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT has
tested power a nd some resistance, it’s the LOAD that is the primary source of
resistance — unless a thief is present!
ground to the blower
too. What could be the problem?”
motor and the first thing he did was unOh my...
plug the connector at the motor.
Mistake #1
The next thing he did was grab a
Let’s start with the mistakes
test light, grounding the light to the
The first mistake my friend made was
instrument panel brace and inserting
disconnecting the load from the circuit
the other end into the open connector.
and testing an empty connector. And I
With only two wires to pick from, he had
think most of you recognize why. There
a 50/50 shot of hitting the power feed on
is no load on this circuit, and all we’re
the first try. He reached up and turned
measuring is Open Circuit Voltage
the key on and selected “high” on the
(OCV). He might as well have been up
blower motor speed switch. The test
at the battery itself for all the good the
light glowed brightly.
test did him.
Mistakes #2 and #3
Without getting into an all-out elecLooking at me, he said, “See? I’ve got
trical theory lesson here, I think it’s impower.” He then shoved a T-pin into the
portant to understand that the reason
ground side pin on the open connecelectrical circuits develop issues is a
tor and attached the test light’s alligator
result of a change in circuit resistance
clip to it. Once again, the light glowed
caused by whatever fault we eventually
brightly. “See, I’ve got a good ground,
find. For example, a loose connection
PHOTOS: PETE MEIER
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A THIEF CAN TAKE ON MANY FORMS — corrosion and burnt or loose connector pins are just a few examples.

can lead to an increase in resistance.
A corroded connection certainly adds
additional resistance. And all are unplanned for — they are the “unwanted”
sources of resistance, the “thieves” that
rob voltage potential from the primary
load — in this case, a blower motor. And
what happens to current when you add
resistance?
It goes down.
Let me try to clarify that a bit. It’s a
fundamental electrical principle that
all available voltage potential will be
used to overcome the resistance in an
electrical circuit. And while everything
in that circuit has some resistance, the
load (the device doing the work) is the
biggest, as well as the primary, source
of resistance we need to focus on.
The second part of that principle is
that every individual source of resistance in the circuit is going to consume
its fair share of that voltage potential.
Because the other elements in the circuit — the fuses, the wiring, the switch
contacts and the like — have extremely
small amounts of resistance, they will
take very little from the total. The load
should get the majority share.
However, when there is a thief in
the mix — that “unwanted” resistance
I mentioned — it can rob the primary
load of its full voltage potential. This is
the principle of voltage drop, and it pro48 AUGUST 2019 MOTORAGE.COM

vides us with a troubleshooting method
we can use to uncover the “thieves.”
With the connector unplugged,
the blower motor circuit is obviously
“open.” If it’s open, there isn’t any current f low, is there? And if you don’t
have current flow, there isn’t going to
be any voltage drop to measure. That
was mistake #2.
Mistake #3 was grounding his test
light at the instrument panel. Even if
he were performing the test correctly,
he is only testing a portion of the circuit. I know you know we have to get
the power feed from the battery, but
remember it is just as critical to get
those little electrons all the way back
to the battery. Always reference your
test equipment at the battery, even if
you have to make a 20’ test lead to do it.
I explained to my friend then what
I’m sharing with you now. Reconnecting the blower motor and turning on
the key, I operated the blower motor
throughout its different speed settings
and found the motor was working but
slower than it should be in every speed.
The next step I asked him to do was to
carefully backprobe the blower motor
connector and measure the voltage
available at the power feed with his
voltmeter and not his test light.
He measured a little over 6.0 volts.
Bingo!

The thief shows itself
If my friend had used his test light, it
would have glowed a lot less brightly.
But do you understand why?
It goes back to what I tried to state
earlier. ALL available voltage will be
consumed by the various sources of
resistance in the circuit. ALL will take
their fair share away from the primary
source of resistance, the load.
Typically, this will only amount to a
few tenths of a volt, and the engineers
factor that in when designing these
circuits. What they can’t factor in is a
damaged connector pin, a corroded
terminal end or even a loose battery
ground cable. But all of these conditions can add resistance and act as
“thieves,” stealing potential away from
the primary load.
When my friend measured on the
power side of the blower motor, we
both expected to see a number close
to the voltage we would measure at the
battery with the key on. When we only
saw 6.0 volts, we knew right away that
somewhere between the blower motor
and the battery’s positive post, a thief
lay in the darkness, siphoning off the
missing voltage potential and keeping
it for itself.
We know it’s there, now we have to
flush it out. How? By tracing the electrical path back toward the battery, start-
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BE CAREFUL WHEN PLACING A BACKPROBE in a connector.
Don’t damage the weather seal in the process. Try to follow the wire
through the seal instead.

ing at the easiest points first: connections, switches, splices.
When we see the meter return to a value more or less equal
to the battery’s measured voltage, we’ll know we’ve passed it.
Then we start back the other way, kind of like “hot boxing” a
runner in baseball, until we isolate it.
In my friend’s case, it was easy to find. The first place we
stopped on the way back to the battery was the main harness
connector where it passed through the firewall. Measuring
voltage on the interior side of the connector got us the same
number we had at the blower motor connector. That proves
that the fault isn’t in the cabin — it’s on the engine compartment side of this circuit path.
Moving to the engine side of the connector got us a totally
different measurement. Here, the voltmeter reported a voltage reading damn near equal to the reading we had at the
battery, less a few tenths. That’s normal, as I said before, since
everything in the path has some resistance.
Opening the connector, with some difficulty I might add,
we found the power feed connector had overheated and
burned, creating the additional resistance that was stealing
voltage potential from the motor. Replacing the connector and
damaged wiring connector pins restored the voltage potential
to the blower motor.

Voltage drop testing in simple terms
The basic testing method for measuring voltage drop is simple.
Measure what’s going in with the load on and compare it to system voltage under the same conditions. Make sure you measure
as close to the load as you can get, with your negative meter lead
referenced to battery ground to measure the entire circuit path.
Then move your meter lead to the ground side and measure the
voltage there. You should read a few tenths of a volt and no more.
Let’s recap that. If you do measure voltage, let’s say 6.0
volts, when you move your meter lead to the ground side of
S E A R C H AU TO PA R T S .C O M
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the load, what is that telling you?
This throws more guys and gals off than any other test
measurement I can think of. It threw me for years, too, so
you’re not alone if you’re shaking your head and trying to
grasp how you can measure voltage when both of your meter
leads are attached to grounds.
I’ve described how an electrical “thief” can rob voltage potential away from the primary load. And I think this is where
the confusion begins to set in. We tend to think linear, that
the voltage is moving down the wiring from the battery, to
the load and on to ground. That must mean that in order for
any “thief” to steal from the load, it HAS to happen upstream
— between the battery and the load.
Nope...
When you measure voltage potential on the ground side of
a working load, the reading is telling you that there is a “thief”
on the path from the load back to the battery’s ground post.
And even though you’ll see the correct voltage reading going
IN to the load, you won’t see the correct reading coming out!
The “thief” is waiting on the other side and DEMANDING
its share. That’s what you’re measuring on the ground side. The
share of the total voltage potential the “unwanted” resistance
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BE SURE TO CAREFULLY REVIEW THE WIRING DIAGRAMS associated with the ECU you’re testing to ensure you identify all the
power and ground connections.

is taking for itself. It’s not linear, it’s more
like everyone dipping into a communal
watering hole. Think of the water as the
total voltage potential available to the
circuit and around it stands every possible source of resistance.
The little guys — the wiring, the connectors, the fuse, the splice — they all get
shoved off to the side, and they can only
get a little water out of the watering hole.
The primary load is the lion, and
when he’s there everyone else backs off.
He gets the “lion’s share” of the water
supply.
But along comes a hyena. Bigger
than the others, not as big as the lion,
but he’s getting a fair share of that water.
And that leaves less for the lion.
“Unwanted” resistance can occur
on either side of the load, but ground
side issues are, by far, the most common you’ll run into. Don’t let that meter
reading mess you up. Remember that
ANY reading you get on the ground
side of a load that is over a few tenths is
a big RED FLAG telling you where the
“thief” is. And you’ll find him in a similar way we found him on the GMC — by
50 AUGUST 2019 MOTORAGE.COM

THIS TEST KIT FROM AES includes a variety of adapters you can use to nearly eliminate
the need to pierce or probe a connection. It also makes attaching a substitute load easier and
avoids damage to the connector pins.

working your way toward the battery
negative post until you see your meter
reading normal again, and then backtracking to isolate his exact location.

Applying voltage drop testing
to ECUs
ECUs, whether for engine management
or rolling up the driver’s window, are
primary electrical loads first. In order for
them to work they have to have a clean
power supply and a clean path to ground.

And while you can perform the
voltage drop test on them the same as
you would any other load, using a substitute load (I use an old sealed beam
headlight) makes testing easier. For
instance, I don’t have to wonder what
operation or process the module has to
conduct in order to complete the connection through its own internal load,
or (in the case of multiple feeds and/or
grounds) what ground pin goes to what
power feed internally. Using a substi-
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YOU CAN’T SEE THE HEADLIGHT I’M USING but you can see
it lit as I measure the voltage drop on one of the grounds of this ECM.
Using a substitute load makes the process of verifying power and
grounds dynamically much easier.

tute load also allows me to apply a bit more current load on
the electrical pathway, and that can help reveal problems I
might not otherwise so easily see.
As I just mentioned, there may be more than one power
feed and more than one ground path to test. The power feeds
may also be “hot” under different conditions. The connector
pinouts in your service information system are a great resource in identifying which pins do what, as are the system
wiring diagrams. As part of your pre-test preparation, take a
few moments to review them carefully.
Also keep in mind that we’ll be tapping into the ECU’s harness connector(s) to attach the substitute load. I have a couple
of breakout lead kits that I use so that I can properly match
my terminal connector to the ECU’s connector, avoiding the
possibility of damage in the process.
With our substitute load ready, the proper attachment
leads chosen, and the pins to be tested identified, we can
move on to disconnecting the ECU from the harness. Be sure
to follow the OEM process here — some specify that the battery needs to be disconnected prior to disconnecting the ECU
to prevent voltage spikes from damaging the circuit board. It’s
also a good idea to make sure you ground yourself and get rid
of any static electricity you’re holding on to.
Personally, I prefer to test the ground paths first. The majority of issues with unwanted resistance are on the ground side.
To begin, I connect one side of my substitute load to a power
feed pin that I’ve identified as “hot at all times” (if possible).
Then I connect the other side of the load to my first ground pin.
The headlight should illuminate if my connections are correct
and there are no issues with the ECU’s circuit.
Then I grab my voltmeter and measure the voltage drop
on the power feed side, right at the ECU connector pin if I
can. This just eliminates any potential bad reading I may get
from the substitute load’s connection. If the power feed tests
within specs, I move on to all the ground pins, one at a time,
taking each measurement as I work my way through them. If
you do find a voltage drop problem, be sure to follow through
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and correct it before you move on to the other pins.
Once the ground side is verified, I move back to the power
feeds — again, testing each one, one at a time, and correcting
any issues as I go.
And one side note here. If you did find a voltage drop issue
during any of these tests, retest the ECU’s operation to see if
the original concern has been corrected before you install
that expensive, and potentially unneeded, replacement.
Whether it’s an ECU or a tail light bulb, a primary load can
only work properly if it has a good, clean power feed and good,
clean ground. The only way to know for sure is to perform a
voltage drop test to dynamically verify the circuit’s integrity.
If you didn’t know how before, you know how now!
PETE MEIER is an ASE certified Master
Technician with over 35 years of practical
experience as a technician and educator, covering
a wide variety of makes and models. He began
writing for Motor Age as a contributor in 2006 and
joined the magazine fulltime as Technical Editor in
2010. Pete believes in the mission of the magazine to “advance the
automotive professional” and provides resources to working techs
around the country through print, social media and YouTube.
pete.meier@ubm.com
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THE 411 ON A P0420
WHEN WORKING ON A FRIEND’S CAR, I DON’T WANT TO LET THEM DOWN. IT IS A LOT OF
PRESSURE TO ENSURE MY DIAGNOSIS IS ACCURATE THE FIRST TIME!
TIMOTHY JONES // Contributing Editor

M

y friend, who happens to be a fellow amateur
radio operator, sends me a text message with
a picture of a scan that has been performed on
his 2012 Ford Fusion with 87,000 miles, a 3.0L
V-6 and automatic transmission and asked, “Do you have a
few minutes to help me find out the problem with my car?” He
goes on to say, “Check engine light is on for a P0420. I’m sure
it’s just 02 sensors.”
I’m usually cautious about volunteering information over
the phone about what could be wrong about a vehicle when
I haven’t had my eyes, ears, or at least some scan data from
the vehicle. I get even more cautious when my ham buddies,
who are a lot smarter than I, ask me for input.
I don’t have the confidence that I should when it comes
to automotive diagnostics. I’ve been wrong more times than
I can count, and I don’t want to be stuck with a nightmare I
can’t fix — especially when it’s on a friend’s car and when it’s
a “routine” P0420. When I look at catalyst efficiency codes,
nine out of 10 times the ECM identifies a faulty catalyst. The
ECM may hint at the reason why it failed with other DTCs,
but most of the time we’re left to find the reason why the cat
failed on our own.
Sometimes we get unlucky enough that the replacement
converter doesn’t fix the catalyst code. That is going to be a
bad day for everyone involved.

OK, let’s go for it!
There are five basic quick checks that I want to perform when
I see a P0420. Those quick checks include identifying any
current misfires or misfire history, identifying any fuel trim
problems, validating the downstream oxygen sensor voltage,
confirming that the downstream oxygen sensor is switching,
and searching my service information for software updates
and/or common problems.
So I ask my friend, “Do you think this car has been misfiring before the MIL came on?” He believed his vehicle didn’t
start running bad until after the MIL came on, and it’s not
always performing badly. It’s an intermittent performance
52 AUGUST 2019 MOTORAGE.COM

2012 FORD FUSION with 87,000 miles and a complaint of the MIL
on, rough running and poor performance.

NOTICE THE RISE in intake air temperature during this VE test
run. Why is the air in the intake getting hotter when it should be
getting colder?

issue. That’s backward from every other situation I’ve ever
seen. Usually, it’s running bad and then the MIL comes on
with a catalyst efficiency code.
An auto scan of the vehicle confirmed that the only codes
present in the ECM are a P0420 catalyst code and a p1000. For
those of you who haven’t seen a p1000 on a Ford product, it
means the ECM has not completed all of its monitors. This is a
really good hint that someone has been clearing codes before
you worked on it. If he cleared the codes, he also erased any
potential misfire history and Freeze Frame data that may have
been stored. So at this point, I have to trust that if I cannot duplicate a misfire on my test drive or in the bay, it didn’t have a
misfire. At this point in time, if the cat does prove to be faulty,
I don’t think a misfire is the underlying cause.
The next of my quick checks is to identify any fuel trim problems. Fuel trims problems are a bit subjective. What I mean
PHOTOS: TIMOTHY JONES
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by that is some technicians or instructors say that plus or minus 10 percent is
OK, others say plus or minus 5 percent.
When I have analyzed newer cars without problems, they are closer to plus or
minus 5 percent in my experience.
I checked fuel trims, and trims are
darn near perfect plus or minus 5 percent even under load. It’s important to
check fuel trims during a road test in all
operating ranges in order to rule out a
trim problem. Like the misfire monitor,
the fuel monitor is continuous, and fuel
trims can be off in one rpm/load range
and just fine in others. I don’t think a
trim problem ruined the catalyst.
So I move on to my next batch of data.
I start the car to warm up the cats at
2500 rpm for a few minutes, and I watch
the downstream O2s. The bank 1 downstream O2 is switching very rapidly, indicating the catalyst can no longer store
oxygen. At this point, I agree that the cat
is faulty, but what caused it? I still haven’t
identified the performance problem,
either. I do know that my downstream
oxygen sensor is not skewed low by an
exhaust leak, because it is switching
from 0.1v to 0.8v. In my experience, a
cat code set by an exhaust leak post cat
will suck air into the exhaust and pull
the downstream O2 low due to a high
amount of oxygen in the exhaust.
After the MIL has been addressed,
I start to focus on the drivability problem. There were two big hints that led
me to the path I chose next.
When I went for a drive I did a couple
of WOT runs, and I felt like the car had
power but it just wasn’t all there. The
only reason I picked up on this is that
my fiancé happens to have the same
car, which I drive frequently. This lack of
power wasn’t much, but it was noticeable.
The second giveaway is the lack of
a 1-2 shift under heavy throttle. I’m not
saying I put the engine’s safety in jeopardy, but trust me, it wouldn’t upshift.
I thought to myself at the time, this is
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PROVE YOUR FAULT with more than one test before pulling the trigger on a repair. In this
case, I’m going to measure backpressure on both banks using an in-cylinder test.
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BOTH BANKS BUILT UP in excess of 30 psi on my snap throttle test.
Exhaust restriction conﬁrmed!

going to be an expensive bill if he’s got
a transmission problem and bad cats.
And then it hit me. I need to do a volumetric efficiency calculation.

Is this a breathing issue?
A VE test is used to identify breathing
restrictions, or more precisely, it helps
identify any issues with the engine’s ability to take air in and get it out again. A
volumetric efficiency test compares the
total theoretical air charge an engine of
a given displacement should be able to
take in to what it actually takes in, and
expresses it as a percentage. After all, an
engine is really just a big air pump.
I recommend running the numbers
several times with scan data to accurately average the data. To perform a VE
test, you’re going to need a safe testing
area near your shop where you can
safely perform a WOT pass, starting
from a slow roll in first gear and continuing right up to the 1-2 upshift. You’ll
also want your scan tool plugged in so
you can record mass air flow in grams/
second, intake air temperature and engine rpm. Graphing is better than recording the data numerically. It makes
it easier to pick out the numbers you’ll
want for the next step.
You then put these numbers into
a VE calculator. Many are available
online — just Google it. During the
54 AUGUST 2019 MOTORAGE.COM

THE BANK 1 CAT (the one with the
P0420 code) had a failed ceramic that
broke apart and clogged up the rear cat on
its way down the exhaust path.

“On a good car,” (and I’m quoting
1-2 shift, the engine will be at its peak
this from a text John and I shared), “I exbreathing range. With the car I was
pect intake air temperature to decrease
working on, I had to manually upshift
as air mass increases.” How many times
this car to avoid possible engine damhave I seen this and paid no attention to
age due to over revving. What I saw in
it? Hundreds of times I’ve seen this durthe scan data was very exciting to me!
ing VE testing. I never thought about if
A rise in intake air temperature durintake air temperature increased with
ing acceleration! I had never seen this
a rising air mass that it would mean
before…ever!
something — or be a useful diagnostic
Some time ago, probably in early
strategy!
2017, John Thornton was doing a class,
What does it mean??
and this topic was brought up. I’m
Intake air temperature drops under
blessed to have had the opportunity
acceleration because the engine is
to attend his classes. The conversabreathing in lots of cool air, and it cools
tion I had with John about rising intake
the intake air temperature sensor and
air temperature was a side note in his
the engine. So if intake air temperaclass. A side note! I’m telling you this
ture increases, we have a restriction
blew my mind. One thing about John,
preventing the engine from bringing
if you have ever had him as an instrucin cool air. This restriction could be
tor, is he is so humble, so intelligent,
an intake restriction or an exhaust reso dedicated but also just so simple
striction. I suspected an exhaust path
sometimes. When he spoke of this
restriction due to the ECM setting a
technique a couple of my classmates
were just mindboggled. I’ve only
been working on
cars for about six
years now, but I’ve
done hundreds of
VE calculations.
Not onc e d id I
ever think to look
at intake air tem- ON THE VERIFICATION TEST DRIVE, intake air temperature
perature closely.
behaved more normally — cooling instead of heating up.
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SO THIS ONE CAUSED THE DTC and led to the cause of the drivability problem.

P0420 and the scan data evaluation.

Always prove the fault
I’ll prove this another way. I’ve written
before about testing your hypothesis two
ways to fact check yourself. I’m already
counting three different data points to
condemn the cat. But I want to see if I can
dissect this a little more. See, the ECM
didn’t set a P0430, it only set a P0420. So I
anticipated that the restriction was on the
bank that set the cat code. I was wrong
in that anticipation. The exhaust path restriction was notated on both banks, as
you can see in my in-cylinder running
captures with a pressure transducer.
When I do a snap throttle test, both banks
exceed 30psi on the exhaust stroke. So if
my ECM is OK with my Bank 2 cat, but
there is a restriction noted on both banks,
where is the problem?
In the rear catalytic converter, like
many V-6 and V-8 designs, there are

three catalytic converters in the exhaust
— one at each manifold and one downstream after the Y-pipe. The Bank 1 cat’s
ceramic, mounted to the rear manifold,
broke apart and ended up clogging the
rear converter almost completely.
The technique that John mentioned
in his class really helped me with this
diagnosis for one simple reason — understanding what a known good VE
calculation is for this engine. For a
long time, an acceptable VE calculation range was 75 percent to 90 percent.
What I want to focus on here is when
I ran the numbers and averaged my
VE calculations I was coming up with
about 75 percent. Not too long ago, this
number was in an acceptable range,
and I may have blown it off and moved
on, looking for another reason for the
drivability complaint.
The only way you would really know
is by collecting known good data. The

data for me happened to be sitting in
my driveway when I got home. Sometimes we get lucky, but at other times
we are waiting for information. In this
case, using the technique that I recently
learned helped me get to pinpointing
the problem much quicker because I
didn’t immediately have a known good.
Next time you’re on a road test for a low
power complaint, grab your intake air
temperature and absolute load PID and
some downstream oxygen sensor data,
and you should very quickly be able to
identify a restriction in the exhaust!
TIMOTHY JONES has
been in the automotive
business for seven years.
He currently holds a Master
ASE certification including
A9 and considers himself a humble
technician that embraces continuous
education, helping others, with the goal to
become an instructor in the near future.
tim@finetuneauto.com
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LESSONS LEARNED
IN A MINUTE
PRODUCING OUR “MIGHTY MINUTE” VIDEO SERIES HAS TAUGHT ME A LOT.
LET ME SHARE A FEW LESSONS I LEARNED ALONG THE WAY!
PETE MEIER // Technical Editor

A

s I write this, I’m in the process of producing our
20th “Mighty Minute” — a video tech series sponsored by our good friends at Mighty Auto Parts.
Each video is limited to four minutes in length
and those of you who know me know that it has been a challenge to stay under that limit, especially as I dive into each topic
and learn more about it.
The neat thing about this series is the foundational content
it is made of. We rarely, if ever, get into the advanced stuff
here because the series is produced to help techs who are just
getting their feet wet. They are also designed to help techs explain, in simple terms, why a recommended service or repair
(related to that week’s topic) is needed.
Along the way, I get the chance to interact and learn from
experts in each topic. So far, I’ve produced videos (all of which
can be seen on our Motor Age YouTube channel) covering
serpentine belt service, cooling system service, brake service,
A/C testing and leak detection and more. While I thought I
knew enough to easily produce four minutes’ worth of video,
the experience has shown me that I, even after 40+ years in
the business, can still learn something new.
Allow me to share with you a few lessons I’ve learned. Who
knows? You may learn something too!

The importance of the serpentine belt
I’m just as guilty as I think many of you are when it comes to
checking the condition of the serpentine belt. I take a look to
see if there are any visual indications of wear and maybe even
give it a tug or poke to see how tight it feels. After that, and if it
isn’t making any noise, I’m done!
But I learned that the serp belt plays a vital role that I’d
been overlooking. It is responsible for funneling power from
the engine to all the accessory drives connected to it: the alternator, the power steering pump, the air conditioning com56 AUGUST 2019 MOTORAGE.COM

ONE OF THE LEAST EXPENSIVE TOOLS you’ll ever add to
your tool box, the serp belt gauge is the best way to properly verify a
belt’s condition

pressor and sometimes, the water pump. Any slippage that
occurs between the belt and its pulleys generates excessive
heat, and that can occur even if the belt is running quietly.
This excessive heat is passed on to these components — to
their bearings, specifically — accelerating the wear and leading
to premature failure. What’s costlier? A new belt and tensioner
or a new alternator or A/C compressor?
I also learned that belts made for the last 20+ years can be
worn out yet show no visual signs of damage. The only correct way to inspect them is through the use of a belt gauge, a
small plastic gauge that every major belt manufacturer makes
a version of. If you don’t have one, ask your parts house. I’m
betting they have a whole box in the back!

Clean air for the engine
Dirt is a major enemy of the engine. When you consider how
small the clearances are on today’s powerplants, even the smallest visible dirt particles can cause major wear and tear if allowed
in. So how do you know when the air filter on your customer’s car
needs to be replaced?
PHOTOS: PETE MEIER
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WITH THE TOOL SQUARE AND PERPENDICULAR to the belt, you should see light between the gauge and the top of the belt ribs. The
belt on the left (2A) is serviceable. The one on the right (2B) is not.

The answer I got was surprisingly
unsatisfying. Ford, on some of their vehicles, used an airflow gauge to help determine when the air filter was restricted
to the point of requiring replacement.
And the engineers I spoke with told me
they determined replacement by using
expensive scales to actually measure the
weight of the filter. Not very practical for
everyday, in the shop use!
They did agree, though, that a simple “drop test” can provide some indication of how dirty a filter is. Simply
drop the filter from waist height onto
a clean rag and if you see dirt on the
rag, replace the filter. Of course, if you
can see visually that the filter element
is damaged, has gotten wet, or contaminated with blow-by, there’s no need to
do the “drop test!”
So far, nothing too new, right?
I also learned that one commonly
overlooked item is the condition of the
filter’s seal. Damaged or torn seals provide an alternate path for dirt to enter the
engine. Additionally, warped or damaged
air boxes can do the same thing, allowing
dirt to bypass the filter element. If the box
is damaged, replace it as well.

Clean air for the occupants
If the engine needs clean air to survive,
how important is it for the vehicle’s occupants to have clean air? Vehicles have
been sealed tight for decades now to
keep the road noise out, but it also keeps
the stale air in. Some estimates say that
pollutants in the air of a typical automo-

tive cabin can be 6 times more concentrated than the air outside the vehicle!
And cabin filters need more frequent service, with most OEMs recommending service intervals of 15,000
miles or one year, whichever occurs
first. If checking these filters, or at least
offering to check these filters, for your
customer for this reason alone is not
enough, consider a few more.
Restricted filters will impact HVAC
operation and component life. If the filter becomes restricted, the blower motor
has to work harder to draw air through
it and that can overheat the motor, resulting in early failure. It can also reduce
airflow through the HVAC system, resulting in customer complaints of “A/C
isn’t blowing cold enough.”
So help your customer breathe a
little easier. Explain the importance of
the cabin air filter to them and offer to
inspect or service it for them when they
come in for any routine maintenance
service.

Additive packages
One topic I covered as part of the
“Mighty Minute” series was coolant testing and service, and it’s a topic I’ve covered a few times because it is so important to the health and longevity of the
engine. I’ve also touched on this when
it comes to engine oil and brake fluid.
The topic? Inspecting and testing the
health of the fluid’s additive package.
All these fluids have some kind of
added chemical package designed to

WOULD YOU REPLACE THIS FILTER?
Be sure to inspect the condition of its seal
as well as the condition of its ﬁlter element
before making that call.

protect the base fluid from premature
breakdown. When these additives are depleted, their protection is no longer there,
and the base fluid will quickly deteriorate
and be unable to perform its role.
Coolants and engine oil have it
harder than the brake f luid, I think,
with many more factors that come into
play that can cause the additives to become depleted early. Just because the
bottle says it’s a “lifetime” coolant, don’t
believe it! The coolant may last a lifetime but the additives won’t, and if subjected to contamination from cylinder
head gasket leakage or stray electrical
current, the coolant may only last a few
months before it requires replacement.
So how do you accurately test the
coolant’s additive package? By using a
specialized test strip that measures the
pH, or acidity, of the coolant. As the additives go away, coolant becomes more
acidic and that’s what accelerates the
wear on the cooling system’s various
components — from water jacket plugs
S E A R C H AU TO PA R T S .C O M
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to water pump impellers.
As for brake fluid, we used to focus
on water content. We all know that
brake fluid is hygroscopic; that is, it can
absorb water right out of the surrounding air, and that water contamination
can lead to reduced boiling points. Not
good for a fluid that plays so closely to
components that generate a ton of heat!
And while moisture content is still a
valid test, the focus shifted some time
ago to the copper content in the fluid.
Why?
The additive package, that’s why. Or
more precisely, the lack of one. As the
additives depleted, corrosion inside the
system would cause the copper coating
on the interior of the metal brake lines
to flake off and collect in the fluid. The
amount of copper was an indication of
the health of the additives, and in turn,
the health of the brake fluid.
If we found high copper content, we
recommended a brake fluid exchange
to clean out the system and replace the
old fluid with new.
And we flushed all the copper out
at the same time. So NOW, if we test for
copper content on a system that has
been cleaned once already, there will
be no indicators to help us judge the
health of the brake fluid!
Thankfully, there are smarter guys
than me on the problem. They discovered that, like the engine coolant, as the
additives were depleted, the fluid became more acidic. Now the BEST way
to test brake fluid is to measure the pH of
the fluid using specialized test strips you
can get from your local parts supplier.

As for the engine oil
I don’t know of any test strips for the
engine oil to help assess the condition
of its additive package, but acidity is not
the primary reason we need to change
it regularly. No, it’s to help flush out the
contaminants that have collected there,
the ones the filter was unable to collect.
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pH TEST STRIPS are the way to go to inspect the condition of the coolant and the brake
ﬂuid — both become acidic as the additive packages they contain become depleted.

That’s probably the biggest lesson I
learned more recently. We all know how
important it is to use the right oil for the
application, right? (I hope everyone
reading this does, anyway!)
But do you give the same consideration to the filter you’re using on
your customer’s car? As I said in “The
Trainer” video, it’s been my experience
that expensive doesn’t always mean
good but cheap is ALWAYS cheap!
The filter is responsible for catching as much of the debris from the oil
as possible, and a good filter will trap
99 percent of the debris down to 10-15
microns in size (that’s really small!).
The second factor to consider is how
much the filter can hold. Changing
your customer over to synthetic oil
and doubling the service interval from
7,500 miles to 15,000 is not doing him
or her any favors if the filter plugs up
at the 5,000 mile mark and the internal
bypass valve opens!
One more factor I like to consider is
the quality of the construction. Does
the filter have a good anti-drainback
valve that will keep the filter full and
prevent the dirty oil it’s holding from

draining back into the crankcase on
shutdown? Does it use an efficient filter
element supported by metal ends or is
cardboard used instead?
I actually cut a few name-brand filters
apart to see what they were made of and
the results were, let’s say, enlightening!
Just because they have a big ad budget
and an attractive spokesperson doesn’t
mean the filter will meet the task.
There’s a lot more I could share, but
that’s all the room I have. I’m hoping you
took away something new from this just
as I did. If you did, be sure to check out the
“Mighty Minute” and “The Trainer” series
on our YouTube channel!
PETE MEIER is an ASE
certified Master Technician
with over 35 years of
practical experience as a
technician and educator,
covering a wide variety of makes and
models. He began writing for Motor Age
as a contributor in 2006 and joined the
magazine fulltime as Technical Editor in
2010. Pete believes in the mission of the
magazine to “advance the automotive
professional” and provides resources to
working techs around the country through
print, social media and YouTube.
pete.meier@ubm.com
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Motor Age Training
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Modular hose: The evolution
of coolant hose
Today’s car and trucks are more
complicated than ever. This is especially true for the cooling systems.
These systems no longer just keep
the engine/motors cool; they cool
and warm various components
under the hood, as well as other
areas of the vehicle. In order to convey
coolant to these components the
“radiator hoses”, as they were once
called, have become much more
complicated and even contain assorted
elements built into the hose to perform a wide variety of tasks. These hose
assemblies are called “modular” coolant
hoses, because they employ a variety of
modules in their construction. A modular hose is defined as a coolant hose
assembly, with one or more modules
built into the hose with coolant flowing
through those module(s). These modules can be a branching tee in the hose,
quick-connect, valve, drain, air-bleeder
or sensors.
These modules within the hoses
are critical to the proper operation of
the cooling system. Modular hoses
convey coolant to a variety of components on the vehicle. A few examples
are the fuel system, forced-air induction systems such as turbo and super
chargers, auxiliary heaters, inverters
and battery packs, among others. There
can also be multiple modular hoses on
a vehicle, consisting of radiator hoses
and heater hoses. For example, some
hoses include flow-restrictors within
the hose. These restrictors reduce the
flow and pressure within the hose to
certain components such as the heater
core; and are required to maintain core
integrity. A recent call from a Gates
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consumer was about the repeated failure
of a heater core in a Lincoln limousine. It
seems the limo had a leaking modular
hose and a shop replaced it with a new,
non-modular coolant hose. Soon after,
the heater core started leaking. The
heater core was replaced, and after just
a few months, it started leaking again.
Once they finished explaining the situation they were asked if the replacement
hose included a flow-restrictor; it did
not. Without the restrictor, system pressure was simply too high for the core.
They were convinced to replace that
hose with a Gates modular hose and
the issue was resolved. The modules
in these hoses are essential and include sensors which measure flow rate,
temperature, etc., communicating
directly with the ECM.
Of course, this technology comes
with a cost. Modular hoses can be
significantly more costly than standard
molded coolant hoses. Modular hoses
can be very complex and may include
multiple branches and connectors.
Replacing a hose like this with parts
and labor can cost upwards of $700!
But even the most complex modular
hoses are not a dealer only item. You
can find the same Gates aftermarket
A DV E R T I S E M E N T

hose from a jobber for significantly less;
saving your customer money and making the repair more profitable for you.
Finally, treat the cooling system as a
system. When one component within
the system fails, other components are
likely soon to follow. All the components
are manufactured with a similar life
expectancy. If one hose fails, replacement of all hoses is recommended.
Other components such as the water
pump, thermostat, and radiator/
reservoir cap are all part of the system
and should be inspected at the same
time. When replacing water pumps
and heater cores the connecting hoses
should also be replaced. Finally, when
replacing these components, it is imperative to flush the cooling system prior to
component replacement. Flushing the
system removes harmful contaminants,
which is the only way to verify a clean
system and to keep the vehicle running
optimally.
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PREMIUM BATTERIES

IGNITION COILS

NAPA’s premium batteries help cars and
trucks get maximum starting power every
time your customers turn the key. If customers are unsure whether their battery
has what it takes to take the heat, test
their battery. And if it’s time for a replacement, let them know
NAPA premium batteries come through with a heat-defeating
design and NAPA Know How. When it comes to coasting
through the dog days, your customers can depend on the starting power of NAPA Legend Premium batteries.

Made to stand the
test of time, Blue
Streak® by Standard® has always
been known for
quality and durability. All new Blue Streak heavier-duty ignition
coils are the product of superior design, manufacturing and
testing. As the ultimate sign of conﬁdence, all new Blue Streak
ignition coils feature a laser-etched Blue Streak logo and come
with a limited lifetime warranty.

WWW.NAPAONLINE.COM

STANDARDBRAND.COM/EN/PRODUCTS/BLUE-STREAK/

PLAN AHEAD FOR
AAPEX 2019

PRO PACK

The Automotive
Aftermarket Products
Expo (AAPEX) is
an event where you can connect with the more than $1 trillion global automotive aftermarket industry. In 2018, AAPEX
featured 2,500 exhibitors and more than 51,000 target buyers.
Save the date for AAPEX 2019, which will be held November
5-7 at the Sands Expo in Las Vegas. Visit the below website to
register today.

Pro Pack is a four-product
bundle that includes Lube
Sticker Pro, Message Manager, Report Pro and Review
Manager. Together, these
tools add a great deal of
powerful functionality to your shop. You can use them to send
text messages to vehicle owners, create and track customized
invoices and reports, set and manage repeat appointments for
oil changes, and solicit positive online reviews for your shop.

WWW.AAPEXSHOW.COM

WWW.BOLTONTECHNOLOGY.COM

GLASS CLEANER

TECHNICAL TRAINING

FVP Glass Cleaner will leave
windshields, windows and mirrors
with a spotless shine. Its aerosol
foaming action sticks to the surface
to breakdown soil and grime and can
be easily wiped away. The ammoniafree formula dries quickly, leaving a
streak-free surface. Reach for What
Works with FVP Glass Cleaner for
your automotive shop or home

WORLDPAC Training
Institute (WTI) offers
carline-speciﬁc advanced
technical training, business
management solutions and exclusive Smart Groups designed
explicitly for independent repair shop professionals. Always
developed and taught by experienced instructors, WTI training
keeps you ahead of the learning curve to ensure your business
remains competitive and proﬁtable. View the complete class
listing at the below website.

WWW.FVPPARTS.COM

WWW.WORLDPAC.COM/TRAINING

BRAKE DISCS

ORDER OE PARTS ONLINE

Textar engineers have utilized the knowhow that
comes from decades of producing premium
OE brake pads to develop a perfectly matched
brake disc that ensures the ultimate braking performance of your
vehicle. The Textar range of brake discs is manufactured to precise
German speciﬁcation and are application engineered for cars
driven in North America. Textar brake discs, Textar brake ﬂuids
(DOT 3, 4, 5.1), Textar anti-squeal pastes and Textar brake tools
are available exclusively at WORLDPAC, as well as a full range of
premier Textar brake pads, e-pads and brake shoes.

RepairLinkShop.com is your online OE parts marketplace
where OEM
part catalogs
and illustrations
make ﬁnding
and ordering OE parts from your local dealers easy as clicking a
button. Generate higher quality repairs while taking advantage
of part discounts up to 38 percent with nine OEM-sponsored
discount programs. Register for free at RepairLinkShop.com to
get the right part, at the right time.

WWW.TEXTAR-WORLDPAC.COM

WWW.REPAIRLINKSHOP.COM
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TREAD DEPTH MEASURING TOOL

VISIT THAILAND PAVILION
AT AAPEX 2019

Quick Tread Edge™ is Hunter’s latest
drive-over tire tread depth measuring
tool that delivers detailed tire condition diagnosis in less time and with
added edge wear detection, providing a
greater analysis of overall tire condition. Service providers can now better
identify tire wear on the ‘edge’ of every
tire, while providing customers with
informative, in-depth results.

Thailand is a premier Automotive Parts & Accessories manufacturer in the ASEAN region.
20 leading Thai auto parts companies will join AAPEX 2019,
November 5-7, at the Sands
Expo Center in Las Vegas. Don’t miss these great opportunities
to meet with potential Thai suppliers at Thai Pavilion, Booth No.
7409, 7316 at AAPEX 2019.

WWW.HUNTER.COM/INSPECTION/QUICK-TREAD

WWW.AAPEXSHOW.COM

CARQUEST FUEL PUMPS

REPAIR INFORMATION
SOFTWARE

Carquest Fuel Pumps, available exclusively from Advance Professional and Carquest, are performancetested premium fuel pumps that ensure long life
through quiet and precise operation. Designed with
upgrades to meet or exceed OE speciﬁcations, Carquest Fuel Pumps use a superior
carbon commutator and turbine technology
to improve durability, enhance performance and reduce vibration
noise. For more information on quality Carquest parts, call your
local Advance Auto Parts or Carquest delivery location.

Mitchell 1 announces the latest
release of ProDemand® repair
information software includes
enhanced wiring diagrams
featuring intelligent navigation that takes users directly to
the speciﬁc component diagram — with the related wires
automatically highlighted. This makes it faster and easier than
ever for technicians to ﬁnd the exact wiring diagram they need
for an efﬁcient and accurate diagnosis and repair.

WWW.CARQUEST.COM

MITCHELL1.COM
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Electrical How-to-Book
by Vince Fischelli (250 pages - 198 diagrams) $98.00

Content Licensing
for Every
Marketing Strategy

“Vehicle Electrical Troubleshooting SHORTCUTS”
Troubleshooting Batteries, Cranking Circuits and Charging Systems
on-the-vehicle with just a DMM & Current Clamp plus a lot more!

Veejer Enterprises Inc.
www.veejer.com 972-276-9642
HIT THE
FAST LANE
OF THE
AUTOMOTIVE
INDUSTRY

Marketing solutions fit for:
t Outdoor

t Tradeshow/POP Displays

t Direct Mail

t Social Media

for Web Exclusives
and Advertising
Opportunities Go
to our Websites
www.searchautoparts.com

60 Lesson-Vehicle
Electronics Course

Now On-Line at this location

http://training.veejer.com
Print Out
Lessons
Study at your
own Pace

LIFETIME
ACCESS
FOR
$249.00

Veejer Enterprises Inc.
972-276-9642 | www.veejer.com

t Print Advertising t Radio & Television

Let Marketplace Advertising

Logo Licensing | Reprints | Eprints | Plaques

Leverage branded content from Motor Age to create
a more powerful and sophisticated statement
about your product, service, or company in your
next marketing campaign. Contact Wright’s Media

Work For You!
Generate sales leads, maintain market
presence, conduct market testing, promote
existing lines, introduce new products and
services, or recruit the best.

to find out more about how we can customize your
acknowledgements and recognitions to enhance
your marketing strategies.

For more information,
call Wright’s Media
at 877.652.5295 or
visit our website at
www.wrightsmedia.com

MARKETPLACE OFFER YOU AN EXCELLENT
RETURN ON INVESTMENT!
FOR MARKETPLACE OR
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
AD RATES/PLACEMENT:
Call Michael Parra at
Ph: 704-618-6145 or
E-mail: michael.parra@ubm.com
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IS THAT THE TIMING CHAIN?
THE TIMING CHAIN(S) ARE DESIGNED TO LAST THE LIFETIME OF THE VEHICLE. BUT DO THEY?
PETE MEIER // Technical Editor

My very first engine mechanical repair
was a timing chain replacement on an
old, early ’70s GMC panel truck my
father gave me after I returned home
from school in Florida. The failure was
caused, if I recall correctly, by the failure of the crankshaft timing gear made
up of a nylon/plastic composite, I believe. It wasn’t metal, that’s for sure! It
was a common issue for that engine, a
“silver bullet” fix, and easy enough that,
in the span of an afternoon, I had the
truck up and running again.
This was also about the time that
automakers started using rubber timing belts rather than chains on their
new, economical 4-cylinder offerings.
Lower cost of manufacture and quieter
engine operation were two reasons the
OEMs were making the switch. And if
the small horsepower, small displacement engines they were fitting them
to were a “non-interference” design
(that is, if the belt failed, the pistons
weren’t going to contact the valves that
remained open after the failure), a broken timing belt would merely result in
a car that wasn’t going anywhere until
it was replaced. However, if it was an
“interference” design (meaning that the
pistons would be able to contact the
valves), the resulting top-end damage

MOTORAGE.COM/aug19trainer

often resulted in customers screaming at service writers, unable to understand how the failure of a $30 part
could end up costing them more than
10 times that to fix.
There are a lot of reasons that the
car makers have moved away from
timing belts and back to timing chains.
The quest for ever higher MPGs and
lower emissions has led to a new norm
— building small displacement, high
horsepower powerplants equipped
with advanced engine management
systems. OEMs are using multiple
cams so they can more precisely control when the valves open and close,
cams that are often driven by multiple
chains. And, just like back in the heyday of timing belts, some factory de-

signs seem to go forever without issue
while others seem excessively prone
to failure.
How do we help our customer
with issues involving the timing chain
and its components? In this edition
of The Trainer, we’ll explore the signs
and symptoms of worn timing chains
and investigate some troubleshooting
methods you can use to differentiate
between chains that require replacement and those suffering from tensioner or VVT-related problems.
SPONSORED BY

SIGN UP FOR YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TODAY AT MOTORAGE.COM/MATCONNECT
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QUALITY ENGINEERED

OE IMPROVED
CONTROL ARMS
FROM PRECISION
& IMPORT DIRECT

Let Us Be Your Parts & Equipment Supplier

www.oreillyauto.com/professional-catalogs

87% OF PRECISION AND IMPORT DIRECTT
CONTROL ARMS ARE OE-IMPROVED
DESIGN
OE-IMPRO
GN

PRECISION AND IMPORT DIRECT CONTROL ARMS
MS
•
•
Ř
Ř
Ř
•

Thicker forgings than OE with improvements to OE design problems
Control arms include all bushings for faster and easier installation
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New castle nut or lock nuts included

MAKING IT FASTER AND EASIER
THAN EVER TO ORDER PARTS

AVAIL ABLE E XCLUSIVELY AT

F IR S T C AL L O NL INE .C O M
Visit our website for a complete, internet-based catalog
designed exclusively for the Professional.
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